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Message from Superman 

I’m going to give you affirmations from my mind that are going to 
help you transform. These are thoughts that I constantly think myself. 
They are my most prominent thoughts from my Super Intelligence. The 
more you listen, the more that we can share the same thoughts and 
intelligence. Now, I told you the secrets of how to be like me but more 
importantly, how to be like your true self. Before I would initiate attacks 
to my nemesis, I would meditate and mentally prepare. I would think 
these thoughts until they were concentrated in my mind. Then during 
battle, I would think these thoughts and it would recalibrate the entire 
atomic structure surrounding me. 

This was the secret to my ongoing success. You too can concentrate 
these thoughts. Choose one of my affirmations and say it every day until 
the thought becomes concentrated. Having my thoughts concentrated in 
your mind will bring you the power you need to save the day. Whenever 
you are facing difficulty, think one of your concentrated thoughts and 
you will be in the position to gain victory. The Human race has the power 
of spoken word. If you say something repeatedly it has no choice but to 
manifest in your life. 

Read these affirmations aloud! This is why I always speak with 
superhero class and power. A human Being's words are there ultimate 
creative force! 

All of the superheroes in the universe worked together with me to 
create these affirmations for you! Together, we have combined forces 
and came up with enough affirmations to last you a entire year! One year 
of my affirmations won't just last you an entire lifetime, but can last you 
an entire millennium! These affirmations are broken down into 52 weeks. 
Begin each week by saying these affirmation out loud. Feel the force after 
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you speak the affirmation around you. Let these affirmations be your 
centering thoughts throughout you day and watch your superpowers 
grow. 

Remember my directives in this book and whenever you're in the 
heat of battle, bring to mind the thoughts that we now both share. I love 
you always. 

~ Superman  
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WEEK 1 

 

I have superhuman taste. 

I have superhuman vocal abilities. 

I have precise vocal control. 

I have super-voice-mimicry. 

I have super-ventriloquism. 

I have superhuman breath. 

I can live underwater. 

I have freeze breath. 

My powers and abilities increase daily at an exceedingly rapid speed. 

My subconscious mind integrates all these affirmations efficiently. 

My powers and abilities benefit myself and others. 

I feel great knowing that I am like Superman. 

I am ALWAYS in a positive mood. 

I am supremely confident and fearless. 

I have supernatural charm and charisma. 

I have peak physical conditioning. 
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I can be sustained on Solar energy alone. 

I have super solar energy absorption. 

I have infinite stamina. 

I have superhuman strength. 

I can lift 200 quintillion tons with ease. 

I have superhuman endurance. 

I have superhuman durability. 

I am 100% invulnerable. 

I am bullet proof. 

I am nuke proof. 

I can withstand any adverse condition. 

I can thrive in any adverse environment. 

I am invincible. 

My mind and body are beyond all negative influences. 

I am always healthy. 

I have superhuman immunity. 

I have superhuman healing factor. 

I am immortal. 

Every day in every way I am becoming better and better. 

I am becoming a higher being. 

I love and respect all life in any form. 

I am Love. 

I am Light. 

I am one with God. 
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I am highly intuitive. 

I have deep wisdom. 

I am limitless. 

I use my super powers and abilities only for good. 

I make the world a better place. 

I am free of all mental and emotional blockages. 

Your powers are unlimited. 

Your abilities are unlimited. 

You can be, do and have anything. 

You have every superhuman ability. 

You have every superhuman power. 

You have every superhuman feature. 

You now release all past conditioning. 

You now allow the new you to emerge. 

My powers are unlimited. 

My abilities are unlimited. 

I can be, do and have anything. 

I have every superhuman ability. 

I have every superhuman power. 

I have every superhuman feature. 

I now release all past conditioning. 

I now allow the new me to emerge. 

I naturally take risks. 

I enjoy exploring the unknown. 
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I love learning new things. 

I love trying new things. 

I love exploring new things. 

I always try new things. 

I am incredibly brave. 

I have massive courage. 

I have massive social courage. 

I have unlimited courage. 

My bravery is huge. 

I have massive amounts of bravery. 

I love taking decisive action. 

I love taking quick action. 

I always take bold action. 

I love taking bold action. 

Taking action is exciting. 

Taking bold action is thrilling. 

I love the unknown. 

I feel comfortable taking action when the outcome is uncertain. 

I live to be bold. 

Boldness is my strength. 

Courage is in my blood. 

Courage is in my DNA. 

Courage is who I am. 

People recognize me for my courage.  
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People recognize me for my bravery. 

I look fear in the eye. 

Every day I defeat fear. 

Every day I overcome fear. 

Every day I conquer fear. 

Every day I obliterate fear. 

Every day I blast through fear. 

Every day I destroy fear. 

I love taking action. 

I love moving forward. 

I am a leader. 

I am brave. 

I am courageous. 

I am a successful person with the power and confidence to lead others. 

My leadership enriches my relationships with the most important 
people in my life. 
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My powerful leadership skills attracts success and positive energy into 
my life. 

The people around me admire my ability to lead, I inspire the people 
around me. 

I create a positive environment around me by being a strong leader. 

My leadership skills brings positive things into my life. 

I know my own mind and I use my vision to be a strong leader. 

My ideas and creativity make me a good leader. 

People want to follow my creative vision. 

I use my leadership skills to find ways to get the best results in my life. 

My success and leadership helps to inspire the people in my life. 

I am a highly motivated leader and trust in my skills. 

I am a successful and prosperous human being. 

I am becoming the best person I can be. 

When I focus on my own ideas and agenda, I'm able to unleash the 
success within me and lead others. 

Being confident in my leadership skills helps me to improve every day. 

I am becoming my best self. 

I am proud of my leadership skills. 

I am proud of the strength inside me. 

My leadership skills make me a winner. 

I am getting happier thanks to the success I create. 

I am a successful person, I can achieve anything I put my mind to. 

I am a successful person who can solve any problem to reach a 
prosperous future. 
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I focus on leading my team through obstacles in order to reach success. 

I can use my leadership skills to improve my future. 

My strength and clear vision of purpose makes me a beautiful person. 

My successful leadership impresses the people around me and creates a 
positive, happy environment. 

The people around me admire my leadership skills, I inspire the people 
around me. 

My positive attitude during difficult situations makes me a great leader. 

I am a good leader, I believe in my ability to motivate my team to 
achieve any goal I set my mind to. 

You are the alpha leader and as you simply walk on this new road and 
hold yourself and carry yourself as the alpha leader, you will find that 
you respond to others as the alpha leader and others respond to you as 
an alpha leader. 

Intelligence fills my mind, lighting a path of joy, compassion and 
understanding. 

I have the talent, intelligence, knowledge and skills to create a 
masterpiece. 

I fully absorb the vast omnipresent intelligence which heals and 
empowers me. 

I easily gain and retain a comprehensive understanding of that which I 
study. 

Intelligence gives me wonderful ideas that I apply to many areas of my 
life. 

I process, analyze, interpret and recall information rapidly and correctly. 

Everyone I meet is attracted to my wit, intelligence, and warm heart. 

My intelligence and awareness grows with each second that passes.  
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My faith is in the pure logic which moves me to higher ground. 

I use my superhuman intelligence for good and noble purposes. 

I fully absorb, assimilate and utilize Divine Intelligence. 

I am led to the right path and right decision at all times. 

Assertive intelligence leads me to my every higher ground. 

I exude confidence, power, sophistication and intelligence. 

Each day I use my intuition and intelligence to guide me. 

The wisdom and intelligence of the universe is mine to use. 

I have a phenomenal memory and memorize things with ease. 

I communicate with ease, intelligence and confidence. 

I now unlock my potential for limitless intelligence. 

Divine Intelligence heals and empowers me completely. 

I am unleashing my creativity for the world to enjoy. 

I discover and express my unique blend of creativity. 

I have an exceptional natural capacity of intellect. 

Divine Intelligence now shows me all I need to know. 
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I love reading, and feeling how it expands my mind. 

I am a bright, capable intellectual and scholar. 

People understand and respect everything I say. 

I am beautiful, warmhearted and intelligent. 

I have the power to create anything I choose. 

I use my imagination to achieve success. 

I am a natural genius at math and science. 

I personally strive for the higher view. 

Why do I have superhuman intelligence? 

I now embody limitless intelligence. 

I easily learn every subject I choose. 

I create work of great value. 

I embrace my creativity. I am a highly creative person. 

I allow my creative expression. 

My intelligence is exceptional. 

I communicate intelligently. 

I learn rapidly and easily. 

I was created from Intelligence. 

I am a fast learner. 

I study and comprehend fast. 

Life is here to support me. 

My imagination is limitless. 

I have a powerful imagination. 

I have a high IQ. 
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I am a life-long learner. 

I possess beauty and intelligence. 

I find solutions effortlessly. 

I solve anything with ease. 

I am intelligent and wise. 

I have superhuman intelligence. 

I am very smart. 

I have a searching intelligence. 

I have limitless intelligence. I am articulate. I excel at math. I am a 
genius. 

I have excellent eyesight. 

I learned my first superpowers as a child. My inner child shines like a 
golden flame within me. 

The sun and I are friends. 

I have Super cells 

My eyesight is constantly improving. 

My eyes are healthy and in excellent condition. 

My eyes constantly receive energy and nutrition. 

My eyes have excellent blood flow and circulation. 

My vision is being restored. 

My vision improves every day. 

I can see more clearly and sharply every day. 

My eyes are naturally relaxed and healthy. 

I have a photographic memory. 

All of my cells love each other. 
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My memory is excellent. 

My stamina is greater then time. 

My super breath smells like the air of the sky. 

My greatest words are spoken when I fight for others. 

My brain processes information fast and accurately. 

I easily concentrate and focus. 

My memory is accurate. 

I quickly remember things. 

I easily remember information. 

I have advanced vision. 

I walk the earth knowing the light within me is stronger then all of it. 

You have The Flash's powers & abilities. 

All people are Christ. 

All people are God. 

All people are Omnipresent. 

All people are Love. 

All people are Masters. 

All people are super powerful. 

All people are Beautiful. 

All people are healthy. 

All people are victorious. 

All people are light. 

You possess super speed. 

You have superhuman reflexes. 
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You have Godspeed. 

You have hyper speed. 

You can run extremely fast. 

You can move extremely fast. 

You can violate certain laws of physics. 

You move at light speed. 

I always eat the most healthy tropical fruits and vegetables. 

One I fight my opponent once, I learn everything I need to know to 
easily defeat him. 
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WEEK 4 

 

You have advanced healing factor. 

I know my afterlife. I dwell eternally with Christ for my victories. 

You have rapid health regeneration. 

You can see the world in different colors. Your hues are the brightest 
because of your intelligence. 

I am naturally the dominating force wherever I am. 

You have immunity to telepathy. 

You can react at light speed. 

You can move at extraordinary speed. 

You have supersonic speed. 

You have the smoothest movements in combat. 

On the other side of my cape is my signature in gold. 

I do not need to talk, my presence fills the room. 

You have supernatural speed. 

You have enhanced endurance. 

You can run incredible distances. 
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You can pass through walls. 

You can speed-read at incredible rates. 

You can process vast amounts of information. 

You have accelerated perception. 

You have enhanced coordination. 

You have enhanced athleticism. 

You have peak mental conditioning. 

You have enhanced conditioning. 

You have enhanced dexterity. 

You have enhanced reading. 

You have enhanced agility. 

Why can you think at light speed? 

Why are you a speedster? 

Why do you have superhuman strength? 

Why do you have superhuman endurance? 

Why can you travel through time? 

Why do you have enhanced immunity? 

Why do you have enhanced speed? 

Why do you have genius-level intellect? 

Why do you have superhuman speed? 

Why do you have peak human speed? 

Why do you have peak physical conditioning? 

Why do you have enhanced stamina? 

Why do you have enhanced reflexes? 
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My vibration frequency is incredibly high. 

I have a protective, invisible aura while I run. 

I can speak at a highly accelerated rate. 

I can speed-talk. 

I have enhanced durability. 

I have enhanced balance. 

My bones are unbreakable. 

I can withstand any resistance. 

I have superhuman speed. 

I have left a legacy that will last forever. 

When I charge in the sun, I absorb lightcodes. 

You're a professional martial artist. 

You have super fast reflexes. 

You have immense strength. 

Your body is in peak condition. 

Your mind is in peak condition. 

You have a strong body core. 

I reach the core of anything I desire. 

I have a Superman digestive system. 

I have a Superman intugementary system. 

I have a Superman lymphatic system. 

I have a Superman limbic system. 

I have a Superman endocrine system. 

I have a Superman pulmonary system. 
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I have a Superman Immune system. 

I have a Superman cardiopulmonary system. 

I have a Superman Cardiovascular System. 

I have a Superman circulatory system. 

I have a Superman Musculoskeletal system. 

I have a Superman Vascular system. 

I have a Superman Skeletal System. 

I have a Superman Urinary System. 

I have a Superman excretory system. 

I have a Superman sympathetic Nervous system. 

I have a Superman parasympathetic Nervous System. 

I have a Superman Autonomic nervous system. 

I have a Superman voluntary system. 

I have a Superman Metabolism. 

I have a Superman Respiratory system. 

I have a Superman Central Nervous System. 

I have a Superman Reproductive System. 

You work out on a regular basis. 

The universal keys are within me. 

You are extremely fit. 

You have a powerful punch and kick. 

You can dodge anything. 

You are incredibly fast. 

Your body is very muscular.  
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WEEK 5 

 

Your body is healthy and agile. 

You are a professional fighter. 

You have superhuman speed. 

I am assertive. 

I am bold. 

I am powerful. 

I am authoritative. 

I am unstoppable. 

I am strong. 

I am confident. 

I am invincible. 

The fire from my eyes are the flames of my intelligence. 

My voice is the most beautiful. 

My voice produces waves of resurrection power. 

I leave my enemies energyless. 

What comes out of my pen is gold. 
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My motivation comes from the core of the universe. 

I am a saint of the entire universe. 

I can also use my powers to heal myself and others. 

I have used my intelligence to help Bruce Wayne invest. I build wealth 
for my allies. 

I am the most creative superhero. 

My aura is perfect. 

Jesus Christ helps me in Spirit. 

I fight the Legends. 

I have finally helped humanity find peace. 

I am courageous. 

Why am I assertive? 

Why am I bold? 

Why am I powerful? 

Why am I authoritative? 

Why am I unstoppable? 

Why am I strong? 

All people in the world are naturally geniuses. 

Why am I confident? 

Why am I invincible? 

Why am I courageous? 

Everything is going the right way. 

I notice that things are getting better for me. 

I am healthy, beautiful, and attractive. 
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I sleep great every night. 

I laugh and smile often. 

I always feel confident and relaxed. 

Every day in every way I get better. 

I have peace of mind. 

I was taught to fight by God. 

I am so happy right now. 

I am living my dream. 

I am calm and strong. 

I am open and honest. 

I am who and where I'm supposed to be. 

Life is a fun, glorious adventure. 

Life is awesome, Life rocks. 

Life is beautiful, Life is wonderful. 

I have wealth and abundance. 

I am excited, optimistic, and enthusiastic. 

The universes thoughts travel across my nuerons. 

I live in the present and enjoy each moment. 

I am inspired and motivated. 

I am so grateful and fortunate. 

I attract abundance doing what I love. 

Everything is falling into place. 

I am very creative. 

I have patience and self-control.  
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WEEK 6 

 

I am filled with awe and wonder. 

My body feels healthy and light. 

My body and mind are healthy and strong. 

My body radiates positive energy. 

People respect and admire me. 

I am uniquely awesome. 

I am very generous. 

I forgive everyone including myself. 

I love myself, I love all people. 

I always have more than enough. 

Money comes to me from multiple sources. 

I am racing archangel Gabriel in the Sky. 

I am sparring with Archangel Michael. 

Loving everybody=everybody loves me 

I am the man of steal. 

I am the God hero. 
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I am Kale-el. 

I am sun in physical form. 

I am Clark Kent. 

I am superman one million. 

I am superman prime. 

I am all superman’s descendants and ancestors. 

I am universal courage. 

I am Golden age superman. 

I am silver age superman. 

I am bronze age superman. 

I am faster than a speeding bullet. 

I am stronger then a locomotive. 

I am the strongest version of superman. 

I am the strongest thought of superman. 

I am the best moment of superman. 

I am the most peaceful superman. 

I am Calvin Ellis 

I am kingdom come superman 

I am superman X 

I am a legend on all dimensions. 

I have bended time because of my mental speed. 

I am secretly a angel of God. 

I have broken all of the laws to pieces and brought this world peace. 
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I know all of earths geography, even its secrets. I dwell in the most 
beautiful places to recharge. 

Truth is a spirit that follows me as a very dear friend. 

I am Father superman 

I am ultra man 

I am superman red 

I am superman blue 

I am Christ superman 

I am Buddha superman 

I am god superman 

I am the chosen one 

I am submerged in eternal light It permeates every particle of my being. 

I am living in that light. 

The Divine Spirit fills me within and without. 

I am om chanted a billion times with the help of every sun that exist. 

I am amen sung in the highest heavens by the most powerful beings 
resting in my heart. 

I am hallelujah sung by everyone on earth even my nemesis. 

I am glory. 

I am the Changeless, I am the Infinite. 

I am not a little mortal being with bones to break, a body that will 
perish. I am the deathless, changeless Infinite. No birth, no death, no 
caste have I; father, mother, have I none. 

Blessed Spirit, I am He. 
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WEEK 7 

 

I am the Infinite Happiness I think, but I am not the thought. I feel, but 
I am not the feeling. I will, but I am not the will. 

I am infinite. 

I am spaceless. 

I am tireless. 

I am beyond body, thought, and utterance; beyond all matter and mind. 

I am endless bliss. 

I am the Infinite that has become the body. 

The body as a manifestation of Spirit is the ever-perfect, ever-youthful 
Spirit. 

I am the soul, a reflection of ever-youthful Spirit. 

I am the inflection of the mind efforting to find itself and only coming 
up with eternal spaciousness. 

I am vibrant with youth, with ambition, with power to succeed Right 
beneath the flesh is a tremendous current. I forgot it, but now, by 
digging with the pickax of Self-realization, I have discovered that life 
force again 
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I am not the flesh. I am the charge of divine electricity that permeates 
this body. 

I am the blessed child of sweet Immortality, sent here to play the drama 
of births and deaths, but always remembering my deathless Self. 

The Ocean of Spirit has become the little bubble of my soul. I am this 
bubble of life — one with the ocean of Cosmic Consciousness. 

I can never die. 

Whether floating in birth or disappearing in death, I am indestructible 
consciousness, protected in the bosom of Spirit's immortality. 

I am Light Itself. Darkness was never meant for me; it can never cover 
the light of my soul. 

I am the child of God evermore. 

My power is greater than all my tests. What wrong things I did in the 
past, I can now undo by good actions and meditation. I will destroy 
them. 

I am an immortal evermore. 

I am one with the eternal light of God, the eternal joy of Christ. 

All the waves of creation are tumbling within me. 

I have dissolved my body-wave in the ocean of Spirit. 

I am the ocean of Spirit. 

No longer am I the body. 

My spirit is sleeping in the stones. 

I am dreaming in the flowers, and I am singing in the birds. 

I am thinking in man, and in the superman I know that I am. 

Am I the ocean? It is too small, A dream dewdrop on the azure blades 
of space. Am I the sky? It is too small, A lake in the bosom of eternity. 
Am I eternity? It is too small, Framed in a name. 
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In the vast region of namelessness I love to dwell, Beyond limits of 
dreams, names, conceptions. 

I am what I am always — In the ever-present past, In the ever-present 
future, In the ever-present now. In life and death I am ever living in 
God. 

I am renewed and strengthened by Thy life-giving energy. 

The healing power of Spirit is flowing through all the cells of my body. 

I am made of the one universal God-substance. 

Father, Thou art in me; I am well. I am superman. I am superman. I am 
superman. 

I am thinking in man, and in the superman I know that I am. 

Supermans affirmations of love …… 

I AM the Presence of joy, happiness and bliss. 

I AM the joy, happiness, and bliss of our love, your love, and God’s 
love. 

I AM the Presence of jubilant joy. 

I AM the jubilant joy of our love, your love, and God’s love. 

I AM the Presence of heavenly happiness. 

I AM the heavenly happiness of our love, your love, and God’s love. 

I AM the Presence of beautiful bliss. 

I AM the beautiful bliss of our love, your love, and God’s love. 

I AM the Presence of divine delight. 

I AM the divine delight of our love, your love, and God’s love 

I AM the Presence of royal rapture. 

I AM the royal rapture of our love, your love, and God’s love. 
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I AM enraptured in bliss, and I share holy joy. 

I AM the Resurrection and the Life. 

I AM the Resurrection and the Light. 

I AM the Resurrection and the Love. 

I AM the Resurrection and the Life of Love. 

I AM the Resurrection and the Light of Love. 

I AM the Resurrection and the Love of Love. 

I AM the Resurrection and the Love of Life. 

I AM the Resurrection and the Love of Light. 
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WEEK 8 

 

I AM the resurrection and the life of my entire consciousness, being 
and world. 

I AM a helpful heart and a Good Samaritan. 

I AM the humble heart, head, and hands of the heavenly hierarchy. 

As above, 

I AM that Magic Presence of Love, 

So below, 

I AM that Magic Love everywhere I go. 

As I AM that Magic Love 

Everywhere I go, 

I will reap that Magic Love 

That I sow. 

In the United States of America (the U.S.A.) We have the four sacred 
freedoms: freedom of the press, freedom of speech, freedom of 
assembly, and freedom of religion. And a fifth sacred freedom is the 
freedom or right to own private property. 

I fight to defend these freedoms. 
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I AM the Victory of light. 

I AM the Victory of love. 

Always Victory and always love. 

I AM perfect in God. 

I AM born free. 

I AM the quintessence of grace. 

I AM the Beloved now. 

I AM in, of and always love. 

I AM calm responsiveness to all challenges that may arise today. 

I AM a manifestation of beauty in all I do each day. 

I AM willing to be grace at all costs. 

I AM moved only by the Spirit. 

I AM releasing all turmoil within and embracing perfect peace. 

I AM God's architect of Nobel Gifts of the Spirit! 

I AM the nexus of graciousness. 

I AM perpetual proof that God is joy by my smile and laughter. 

I AM God's reason for being me. 

I AM living wholly within God day and night. 

I AM pristinely preened by the angels of Now-ness. 

I AM alive yesterday, forever and today. 

I AM freedom to be the I AM. 

I AM by God's grace. 

I AM a new infusion of love for all to feel. 

I AM willing to behold God's face. 
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I AM perpetual patience in my Self. 

I AM a new chord. 

I AM transiting into greater joy. 

I AM an icon of the can-do spirit. 

I AM noble in thought, word and deed. 

I AM the spirit of givingness. 

I AM having fun on my spiritual path in walking the Via Gloriosa. 

I AM all love to all peoples everywhere. 

I AM a first responder to holy prayer as an angel of mercy. 

I AM God's ongoing novena of grace to sustain all life. 

I AM perfuming the cosmos with my essence of graciousness. 

I AM Why I AM. 

I AM reversing the aging process in my body. 

I AM filled and fulfilled in God's love. 

I AM enfired and inspired in God's love. 

I AM raised and praised in God's love. 

I AM risen and forgiven in God's love.  

I AM enhanced and romanced in God's love.  

I AM rejuvenated and regenerated in God's love.  
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WEEK 9 

 

I AM transfigured and transformed in God's love. 

I AM resurrected and protected in God's love. 

I AM resurrected and corrected in God's love. 

I AM ascended and commended in God's love.  

I AM sanctified and glorified in God's love. 

I AM purified and intensified in God's love . 

I AM charged and recharged in God's love. . 

I AM adored and restored in God's love. 

I AM cheered and endeared in God's love.  

I AM healed and sealed in God's love.  

I AM pleased and appeased in God's love. 

I AM saturated and permeated in God's love.  

I AM sustained and maintained in God's love. 

I AM guarded and awarded in God's love.  

I AM renewed and imbued in God's love.  

I AM magnetized and baptized in God's love. 
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I AM unified and glorified in God's love.  

I AM dedicated and consecrated in God's love. 

I AM loved and beloved in God's love.  

I AM glorious and victorious in God's love.  

I AM grateful, gracious, and graceful in God's love. 

I AM magnified, multiplied, and maximized in God's love. 

I AM the adoration and contemplation of God's love. 

I AM the showers and bowers of God's love.  

I AM the sharing and caring of God's love. 

I AM well, happy, and whole in God's love.  

I AM healthy, happy, and holy in God's love. 

I AM joy, happiness, and bliss in God's love.  

I AM immortal, eternal, and supernal in God's love.  

I AM at rest and at my best in God's love. 

I AM the Mighty Presence of God's love.  

I AM the Magic Presence of God's love.  

I AM the Miracle Presence of God's love.  

I AM a Miracle of love. 

I AM the oneness and funness of God's love.  

I AM the pleasure and treasure of God's love.  

I AM the mirth and worth of God's love. 

I AM the heaven and leaven of God's love. 

I AM the ability and agility of God's love.  

I AM, virtuosity, and victory of God's love. 
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I AM the love of love. 

I AM the love of world religions.  

I AM the love of ascended masters. 

I AM the love of yoga. 

I AM the Starfire Lover of God on earth. 

I AM the power of infinite love amplifying itself until it is victorious 
worlds without end. 

I AM a King of Love. 

I AM a Queen of Love. 

I AM a Sun-King of Love. 

I AM a Sun-Queen of Love 

I AM a Prince of Love. 

I AM a Princess of Love. 

I AM a Priest of Love. 

I AM a Priestess of Love. 

I AM a Lord of Love. 

I AM a Lady of Love. 

I AM a Bridegroom of Love. 

I AM a Bride of Love.  

I AM an Archangel of Love. 

I AM an Archeia of Love. 

I AM a Savior of Love. 

I AM a Savioress of Love. 

I AM an Emperor of Love. 
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I AM an Empress of Love. 

I AM a Hero of Love. 

I AM a Heroine of Love. 

I AM a Knight of Love. 

I AM a Lady of Love. 

I AM a Shepherd of Love. 

I AM a Shepherdess of Love. 

I AM a Father of Love. 

I AM a Mother of Love. 

I AM a Man of Love. 

I AM a Woman of Love. 

I AM a Brother of Love. 

I AM a Sister of Love. 

I AM a Son of Love. 

I AM a Daughter of Love. 

I AM a male child of Love. 

I AM a female child of Love. 

I AM a church of divine love.  

I AM a universal and triumphant church of love. 

I AM a lighthouse of love.  

I AM a temple of divine love.  

I AM a mosque of divine love. 

I AM a synagogue of divine love. 

I AM the joy of love.   
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I AM the happiness of love.  

I AM the laughter of love. 

I AM the mirth of love. 

I AM the dance of love. 

I AM the song of love. 

I AM the humor of love. 

I AM the fun of love.  

I AM the bliss of love.  

I AM the jubilee of love. 

I AM the samadhi of love. 

I AM the levity, laughter, and light of love. 

I AM the sensitivity of love. 

I AM the gentleness of love.  

I AM the delicateness of love. 

I AM the respect of love. 

I AM God-Power. 
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I AM God-Love. 

I AM God-Mastery. 

I AM God-Control. 

I AM God-Obedience. 

I AM God-Wisdom. 

I AM God-Harmony and Supply. 

I AM God-Gratitude. 

I AM God-Justice. 

I AM God-Reality. 

I AM God-Vision. 

I AM God-Victory. 

I AM THAT GOD THAT I AM, 

I AM THAT GOOD THAT I AM, 

I AM THAT LIGHT THAT I AM, 

I AM THAT LIFE THAT I AM, 

I AM THAT POWER THAT I AM, 

I AM THAT WISDOM THAT I AM, 

I AM THAT LOVE THAT I AM, 

I AM THAT PURITY THAT I AM, 

I AM THAT TRUTH THAT I AM, 

I AM THAT PEACE THAT I AM, 

I AM THAT MERCY THAT I AM. 

I AM a minister of love. 

I AM a missionary of love.  
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I AM a mentor or teacher of love. 

I AM a messenger of love. 

I AM a co-creator of love.  

I AM the holy purpose of love. 

I AM a heart afire with love, and I AM singing songs of love. 

I AM a being of pure love fire,  

I AM the pure love God desires. 

I AM a being of perfect love, 

I AM the purity God does love. 

I AM the mercy of love. 

I AM the love of mercy 

I AM the compassion of love. 

I AM the love of compassion. 

I AM the perfection of love. 

I AM the beauty of love. 

I AM an eternal youth of love. 

you have superhuman taste. 

you have superhuman vocal abilities. 

you have precise vocal control. 

you have super-voice-mimicry. 

you have super-ventriloquism. 

you have superhuman breath. 

you can live underwater. 

you have freeze breath. 
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your powers and abilities increase daily at an exceedingly rapid speed. 

your subconscious mind integrates all these affirmations efficiently. 

your powers and abilities benefit yourself and others. 

you feel great knowing that you are like superman. 

you are always in a positive mood. 

you are supremely confident and fearless. 

you have supernatural charm and charisma. 

you have peak physical conditioning. 

you can be sustained on solar energy alone. 
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you have super solar energy absorption. 

you have infinite stamina. 

you have superhuman strength. 

you can lift 200 quintillion tons with ease. 

you have superhuman endurance. 

you have superhuman durability. 

you are 100% invulnerable. 

you are bullet proof. 

you are nuke proof. 

you can withstand any adverse condition. 

you can thrive in any adverse environment. 

you are invincible. 

your mind and body are beyond all negative influences. 

you are always healthy. 

you have superhuman immunity. 

you have superhuman healing factor. 
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you are immortal. 

every day in every way you are becoming better and better. 

you are becoming a higher being. 

you love and respect all life in any form. 

you are love. 

you are light. 

you are one with god. 

you are highly intuitive. 

you have deep wisdom. 

you are limitless. 

you use your super powers and abilities only for good. 

you make the world a better place. 

you are free of all mental and emotional blockages. 

your powers are unlimited. 

your abilities are unlimited. 

you can be, do and have anything. 

you have every superhuman ability. 

you have every superhuman power. 

you have every superhuman feature. 

you now release all past conditioning. 

you now allow the new you to emerge. 

your powers are unlimited. 

your abilities are unlimited. 

you can be, do and have anything. 
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you have every superhuman ability. 

you have every superhuman power. 

you have every superhuman feature. 

you now release all past conditioning. 

you now allow the new me to emerge. 

you naturally take risks. 

you enjoy exploring the unknown. 

you love learning new things. 

you love trying new things. 

you love exploring new things. 

you always try new things. 

you are incredibly brave. 

you have massive courage. 

you have massive social courage. 

you have unlimited courage. 

your bravery is huge. 

you have massive amounts of bravery. 

you love taking decisive action. 

you love taking quick action. 

you always take bold action. 

you love taking bold action. 

taking action is exciting. 

taking bold action is thrilling. 

you love the unknown.  
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you feel comfortable taking action when the outcome is uncertain. 

you live to be bold. 

boldness is your strength. 

courage is in your blood. 

courage is in your dna. 

courage is who you are. 

people recognize me for your courage. 

people recognize me for your bravery. 

you look fear in the eye. 

every day you defeat fear. 

every day you overcome fear. 

every day you conquer fear. 

every day you obliterate fear. 

every day you blast through fear. 

every day you destroy fear. 

you love taking action. 
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you love moving forward. 

you are a leader. 

you are brave. 

you are courageous. 

you are a successful person with the power and confidence to lead 
others. 

your leadership enriches your relationships with the most important 
people in your life. 

your powerful leadership skills attracts success and positive energy into 
your life. 

the people around me admire your ability to lead, you inspire the people 
around me. 

you create a positive environment around me by being a strong leader. 

your leadership skills brings positive things into your life. 

you know your own mind and you use your vision to be a strong leader. 

your ideas and creativity make me a good leader. 

people want to follow your creative vision. 

you use your leadership skills to find ways to get the best results in your 
life. 

your success and leadership helps to inspire the people in your life. 

you are a highly motivated leader and trust in your skills. 

you are a successful and prosperous human being. 

you are becoming the best person you can be. 

when you focus on your own ideas and agenda, i'm able to unleash the 
success within me and lead others. 

being confident in your leadership skills helps me to improve every day. 
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you are becoming your best self. 

you are proud of your leadership skills. 

you are proud of the strength inside me. 

your leadership skills make me a winner. 

you are getting happier thanks to the success you create. 

you are a successful person, you can achieve anything you put your 
mind to. 

you are a successful person who can solve any problem to reach a 
prosperous future. 

you focus on leading your team through obstacles in order to reach 
success. 

you can use your leadership skills to improve your future. 

your strength and clear vision of purpose makes me a beautiful person. 

your successful leadership impresses the people around me and creates 
a positive, happy environment. 

the people around me admire your leadership skills, you inspire the 
people around me. 

your positive attitude during difficult situations makes me a great leader. 

you are a good leader, you believe in your ability to motivate your team 
to achieve any goal you set your mind to. 

you are the alpha leader and as you simply walk on this new road and 
hold yourself and carry yourself as the alpha leader, you will find that 
you respond to others as the alpha leader and others respond to you as 
an alpha leader. 

intelligence fills your mind, lighting a path of joy, compassion and 
understanding. 
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you have the talent, intelligence, knowledge and skills to create a 
masterpiece. 

you fully absorb the vast omnipresent intelligence which heals and 
empowers me. 

you easily gain and retain a comprehensive understanding of that which 
you study. 

intelligence gives me wonderful ideas that you apply to many areas of 
your life. 

you process, analyze, interpret and recall information rapidly and 
correctly. 

everyone you meet is attracted to your wit, intelligence, and warm heart. 

your intelligence and awareness grows with each second that passes. 

your faith is in the pure logic which moves me to higher ground. 

you use your superhuman intelligence for good and noble purposes. 

you fully absorb, assimilate and utilize divine intelligence. 

you are led to the right path and right decision at all times. 

assertive intelligence leads me to your every higher ground. 

you exude confidence, power, sophistication and intelligence. 

each day you use your intuition and intelligence to guide me. 

the wisdom and intelligence of the universe is mine to use. 

you have a phenomenal memory and memorize things with ease. 

you communicate with ease, intelligence and confidence. 

you now unlock your potential for limitless intelligence. 

divine intelligence heals and empowers me completely. 

you are unleashing your creativity for the world to enjoy. 
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you discover and express your unique blend of creativity. 

you have an exceptional natural capacity of intellect. 

divine intelligence now shows me all you need to know. 

you love reading, and feeling how it expands your mind. 

you are a bright, capable intellectual and scholar. 

people understand and respect everything you say. 

you are beautiful, warmhearted and intelligent. 

you have the power to create anything you choose. 

you use your imagination to achieve success. 

you are a natural genius at math and science. 

you personally strive for the higher view. 

why do you have superhuman intelligence? 

you now embody limitless intelligence. 

you easily learn every subject you choose. 

you create work of great value. 

you embrace your creativity. you are a highly creative person. 

you allow your creative expression. 

your intelligence is exceptional. 

you communicate intelligently. 

you learn rapidly and easily. 

you was created from intelligence. 

you are a fast learner. 

you study and comprehend fast. 

life is here to support me.  
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your imagination is limitless. 

you have a powerful imagination. 

you have a high iq. 

you are a life-long learner. 

you possess beauty and intelligence. 

you find solutions effortlessly. 

you solve anything with ease. 

you are intelligent and wise. 

you have superhuman intelligence. 

you are very smart. 

you have a searching intelligence. 

you have limitless intelligence. you are articulate. you excel at math. you 
are a genius. 

you have excellent eyesight. 

you learned your first superpowers as a child. your inner child shines 
like a golden flame within me. 

the sun and you are friends. 
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you have super cells 

your eyesight is constantly improving. 

your eyes are healthy and in excellent condition. 

your eyes constantly receive energy and nutrition. 

your eyes have excellent blood flow and circulation. 

your vision is being restored. 

your vision improves every day. 

you can see more clearly and sharply every day. 

your eyes are naturally relaxed and healthy. 

you have a photographic memory. 

all of your cells love each other. 

your memory is excellent. 

your stamina is greater then time. 

your super breath smells like the air of the sky. 

your greatest words are spoken when you fight for others. 

your brain processes information fast and accurately. 

you easily concentrate and focus. 

your memory is accurate. 

you quickly remember things. 

you easily remember information. 

you have advanced vision. 

you walk the earth knowing the light within me is stronger then all of it. 

you have the flash's powers & abilities. 

all people are christ. 
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all people are god. 

all people are omnipresent. 

all people are love. 

all people are masters. 

all people are super powerful. 

all people are beautiful. 

all people are healthy. 

all people are victorious. 

all people are light. 

you possess super speed. 

you have superhuman reflexes. 

you have godspeed. 

you have hyper speed. 

you can run extremely fast. 

you can move extremely fast. 

you can violate certain laws of physics. 

you move at light speed. 

you always eat the most healthy tropical fruits and vegetables. 

one you fight your opponent once, you learn everything you need to 
know to easily defeat him. 

you have advanced healing factor. 

you know your afterlife. you dwell eternally with christ for your 
victories. 

you have rapid health regeneration. 
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you can see the world in different colors. your hues are the brightest 
because of your intelligence. 

you are naturally the dominating force wherever you are. 

you have immunity to telepathy. 

you can react at light speed. 

you can move at extraordinary speed. 

you have supersonic speed. 

you have the smoothest movements in combat. 

on the other side of your cape is your signature in gold. 

you do not need to talk, your presence fills the room. 

you have supernatural speed. 

you have enhanced endurance. 

you can run incredible distances. 

you can pass through walls. 

you can speed-read at incredible rates. 

you can process vast amounts of information. 

you have accelerated perception. 

you have enhanced coordination. 

you have enhanced athleticism. 

you have peak mental conditioning. 

you have enhanced conditioning. 

you have enhanced dexterity. 

you have enhanced reading. 

you have enhanced agility.  
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why can you think at light speed? 

why are you a speedster? 

why do you have superhuman strength? 

why do you have superhuman endurance? 

why can you travel through time? 

why do you have enhanced immunity? 

why do you have enhanced speed? 

why do you have genius-level intellect? 

why do you have superhuman speed? 

why do you have peak human speed? 

why do you have peak physical conditioning? 

why do you have enhanced stamina? 

why do you have enhanced reflexes? 

your vibration frequency is incredibly high. 

you have a protective, invisible aura while you run. 

you can speak at a highly accelerated rate. 
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you can speed-talk. 

you have enhanced durability. 

you have enhanced balance. 

your bones are unbreakable. 

you can withstand any resistance. 

you have superhuman speed. 

you have left a legacy that will last forever. 

when you charge in the sun, you absorb lightcodes. 

you're a professional martial artist. 

you have super fast reflexes. 

you have immense strength. 

your body is in peak condition. 

your mind is in peak condition. 

you have a strong body core. 

you reach the core of anything you desire. 

you have a superman digestive system. 

you have a superman intugementary system. 

you have a superman lymphatic system. 

you have a superman limbic system. 

you have a superman endocrine system. 

you have a superman pulmonary system. 

you have a superman immune system. 

you have a superman cardiopulmonary system. 

you have a superman cardiovascular system. 
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you have a superman circulatory system. 

you have a superman musculoskeletal system. 

you have a superman vascular system. 

you have a superman skeletal system. 

you have a superman urinary system. 

you have a superman excretory system. 

you have a superman sympathetic nervous system. 

you have a superman parasympathetic nervous system. 

you have a superman autonomic nervous system. 

you have a superman voluntary system. 

you have a superman metabolism. 

you have a superman respiratory system. 

you have a superman central nervous system. 

you have a superman reproductive system. 

you work out on a regular basis. 

the universal keys are within you. 

you are extremely fit. 

you have a powerful punch and kick. 

you can dodge anything. 

you are incredibly fast. 

your body is very muscular. 

your body is healthy and agile. 

you are a professional fighter. 

you have superhuman speed. 
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you are assertive. 

you are bold. 

you are powerful. 

you are authoritative. 

you are unstoppable. 

you are strong. 

you are confident. 

you are invincible. 

the fire from your eyes are the flames of your intelligence. 

your voice is the most beautiful. 

your voice produces waves of resurrection power. 

you leave your enemies energyless. 

what comes out of your pen is gold. 

your motivation comes from the core of the universe. 

you are a saint of the entire universe. 

you can also use your powers to heal yourself and others. 

you have used your intelligence to help bruce wayne invest. you build 
wealth for your allies. 

you are the most creative superhero. 

your aura is perfect. 

jesus christ helps me in spirit. 

you fight the legends. 

you have finally helped humanity find peace. 

you are courageous.  
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why are you assertive? 

why are you bold? 

why are you powerful? 

why are you authoritative? 

why are you unstoppable? 

why are you strong? 

all people in the world are naturally geniuses. 

why are you confident? 

why are you invincible? 

why are you courageous? 

everything is going the right way. 

you notice that things are getting better for me. 

you are healthy, beautiful, and attractive. 

you sleep great every night. 

you laugh and smile often. 

you always feel confident and relaxed. 
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every day in every way you get better. 

you have peace of mind. 

you was taught to fight by god. 

you are so happy right now. 

you are living your dream. 

you are calm and strong. 

you are open and honest. 

you are who and where i'm supposed to be. 

life is a fun, glorious adventure. 

life is awesome, life rocks. 

life is beautiful, life is wonderful. 

you have wealth and abundance. 

you are excited, optimistic, and enthusiastic. 

the universes thoughts travel across your nuerons. 

you live in the present and enjoy each moment. 

you are inspired and motivated. 

you are so grateful and fortunate. 

you attract abundance doing what you love. 

everything is falling into place. 

you are very creative. 

you have patience and self-control. 

you are filled with awe and wonder. 

your body feels healthy and light. 

your body and mind are healthy and strong. 
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your body radiates positive energy. 

people respect and admire me. 

you are uniquely awesome. 

you are very generous. 

you forgive everyone including yourself. 

you love yourself, you love all people. 

you always have more than enough. 

money comes to me from multiple sources. 

you are racing archangel gabriel in the sky. 

you are sparring with archangel michael. 

loving everybody=everybody loves me 

. 

you are the man of steal. 

you are the god hero. 

you are kale-el. 

you are sun in physical form. 

you are clark kent. 

you are superman one million. 

you are superman prime. 

you are all superman’s descendants and ancestors. 

you are universal courage. 

you are golden age superman. 

you are silver age superman. 

you are bronze age superman. 
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you are faster than a speeding bullet. 

you are stronger then a locomotive. 

you are the strongest version of superman. 

you are the strongest thought of superman. 

you are the best moment of superman. 

you are the most peaceful superman. 

you are calvin ellis 

you are kingdom come superman 

you are superman x 

you are a legend on all dimensions. 

you have bended time because of your mental speed. 

you are secretly a angel of god. 

you have broken all of the laws to pieces and brought this world peace. 

you know all of earths geography, even its secrets. you dwell in the 
most beautiful places to recharge. 

truth is a spirit that follows me as a very dear friend. 

you are father superman 

you are ultra man 

you are superman red 

you are superman blue 

you are christ superman 

you are buddha superman 

you are god superman 

you are the chosen one 
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you are submerged in eternal light it permeates every particle of your 
being. 

you are living in that light. 

the divine spirit fills me within and without. 

you are om chanted a billion times with the help of every sun that exist. 

you are amen sung in the highest heavens by the most powerful beings 
resting in your heart.  
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you are hallelujah sung by everyone on earth even your nemesis. 

you are glory. 

you are the changeless, you are the infinite. 

you are not a little mortal being with bones to break, a body that will 
perish. you are the deathless, changeless infinite. no birth, no death, no 
caste have i; father, mother, have you none. 

blessed spirit, you are he. 

you are the infinite happiness you think, but you are not the thought. 
you feel, but you are not the feeling. you will, but you are not the will. 

you are infinite. 

you are spaceless. 

you are tireless. 

you are beyond body, thought, and utterance; beyond all matter and 
mind. 

you are endless bliss. 

you are the infinite that has become the body. 
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the body as a manifestation of spirit is the ever-perfect, ever-youthful 
spirit. 

you are the soul, a reflection of ever-youthful spirit. 

you are the inflection of the mind efforting to find itself and only 
coming up with eternal spaciousness. 

you are vibrant with youth, with ambition, with power to succeed right 
beneath the flesh is a tremendous current. you forgot it, but now, by 
digging with the pickax of self-realization, you have discovered that life 
force again 

you are not the flesh. you are the charge of divine electricity that 
permeates this body. 

you are the blessed child of sweet immortality, sent here to play the 
drama of births and deaths, but always remembering your deathless self. 

the ocean of spirit has become the little bubble of your soul. you are 
this bubble of life — one with the ocean of cosmic consciousness. 

you can never die. 

whether floating in birth or disappearing in death, you are indestructible 
consciousness, protected in the bosom of spirit's immortality. 

you are light itself. darkness was never meant for me; it can never cover 
the light of your soul. 

you are the child of god evermore. 

your power is greater than all your tests. what wrong things you did in 
the past, you can now undo by good actions and meditation. you will 
destroy them. 

you are an immortal evermore. 

you are one with the eternal light of god, the eternal joy of christ. 

all the waves of creation are tumbling within me. 
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you have dissolved your body-wave in the ocean of spirit. 

you are the ocean of spirit. 

no longer am you the body. 

your spirit is sleeping in the stones. 

you are dreaming in the flowers, and you are singing in the birds. 

you are thinking in man, and in the superman you know that you are. 

am you the ocean? it is too small, a dream dewdrop on the azure blades 
of space. am you the sky? it is too small, a lake in the bosom of eternity. 
am you eternity? it is too small, framed in a name. 

in the vast region of namelessness you love to dwell, beyond limits of 
dreams, names, conceptions. 

you are what you are always — in the ever-present past, in the ever-
present future, in the ever-present now. in life and death you are ever 
living in god. 

you are renewed and strengthened by thy life-giving energy. 

the healing power of spirit is flowing through all the cells of your body. 

you are made of the one universal god-substance. 

father, thou art in me; you are well. you are superman. you are 
superman. you are superman. 

you are thinking in man, and in the superman you know that you are. 

supermans affirmations of love …… 

you are the presence of joy, happiness and bliss. 

you are the joy, happiness, and bliss of our love, your love, and god’s 
love. 

you are the presence of jubilant joy. 

you are the jubilant joy of our love, your love, and god’s love. 
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you are the presence of heavenly happiness. 

you are the heavenly happiness of our love, your love, and god’s love. 

you are the presence of beautiful bliss. 

you are the beautiful bliss of our love, your love, and god’s love. 

you are the presence of divine delight. 

you are the divine delight of our love, your love, and god’s love 
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you are the presence of royal rapture. 

you are the royal rapture of our love, your love, and god’s love. 

you are enraptured in bliss, and you share holy joy. 

you are the resurrection and the life. 

you are the resurrection and the light. 

you are the resurrection and the love. 

you are the resurrection and the life of love. 

you are the resurrection and the light of love. 

you are the resurrection and the love of love. 

you are the resurrection and the love of life. 

you are the resurrection and the love of light. 

you are the resurrection and the life of your entire consciousness, being 
and world. 

you are a helpful heart and a good samaritan. 

you are the humble heart, head, and hands of the heavenly hierarchy. 

as above, 
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you are that magic presence of love, 

so below, 

you are that magic love everywhere you go. 

as you are that magic love 

everywhere you go, 

you will reap that magic love 

that you sow. 

in the united states of america (the u.s.a.) 

we have the four sacred freedoms: 

freedom of the press, 

freedom of speech, 

freedom of assembly, 

and freedom of religion. 

and a fifth sacred freedom is the freedom or right to own private 
property. 

you fight to defend these freedoms. 

you are the victory of light. 

you are the victory of love. 

always victory and always love. 

you are perfect in god. 

you are born free. 

you are the quintessence of grace. 

you are the beloved now. 

you are in, of and always love. 
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you are calm responsiveness to all challenges that may arise today. 

you are a manifestation of beauty in all you do each day. 

you are willing to be grace at all costs. 

you are moved only by the spirit. 

you are releasing all turmoil within and embracing perfect peace. 

you are god's architect of nobel gifts of the spirit! 

you are the nexus of graciousness. 

you are perpetual proof that god is joy by your smile and laughter. 

you are god's reason for being me. 

you are living wholly within god day and night. 

you are pristinely preened by the angels of now-ness. 

you are alive yesterday, forever and today. 

you are freedom to be the you are. 

you are by god's grace. 

you are a new infusion of love for all to feel. 

you are willing to behold god's face. 

you are perpetual patience in your self. 

you are a new chord. 

you are transiting into greater joy. 

you are an icon of the can-do spirit. 

you are noble in thought, word and deed. 

you are the spirit of givingness. 

you are having fun on your spiritual path in walking the via gloriosa. 

you are all love to all peoples everywhere.  
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you are a first responder to holy prayer as an angel of mercy. 

you are god's ongoing novena of grace to sustain all life. 

you are perfuming the cosmos with your essence of graciousness. 

you are why you are. 

you are reversing the aging process in your body. 

you are filled and fulfilled in god's love. 

you are enfired and inspired in god's love. 

you are raised and praised in god's love. 

you are risen and forgiven in god's love. 

you are enhanced and romanced in god's love. 

you are rejuvenated and regenerated in god's love. 

you are transfigured and transformed in god's love. 

you are resurrected and protected in god's love. 

you are resurrected and corrected in god's love. 

you are ascended and commended in god's love. 

you are sanctified and glorified in god's love. 
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you are purified and intensified in god's love . 

you are charged and recharged in god's love. . 

you are adored and restored in god's love. 

you are cheered and endeared in god's love. 

you are healed and sealed in god's love. 

you are pleased and appeased in god's love. 

you are saturated and permeated in god's love. 

you are sustained and maintained in god's love. 

you are guarded and awarded in god's love. 

you are renewed and imbued in god's love. 

you are magnetized and baptized in god's love. 

you are unified and glorified in god's love. 

you are dedicated and consecrated in god's love. 

you are loved and beloved in god's love. 

you are glorious and victorious in god's love. 

you are grateful, gracious, and graceful in god's love. 

you are magnified, multiplied, and maximized in god's love. 

you are the adoration and contemplation of god's love. 

you are the showers and bowers of god's love. 

you are the sharing and caring of god's love. 

you are well, happy, and whole in god's love. 

you are healthy, happy, and holy in god's love. 

you are joy, happiness, and bliss in god's love. 

you are immortal, eternal, and supernal in god's love. 
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you are at rest and at your best in god's love. 

you are the mighty presence of god's love. 

you are the magic presence of god's love. 

you are the miracle presence of god's love. 

you are a miracle of love. 

you are the oneness and funness of god's love. 

you are the pleasure and treasure of god's love. 

you are the mirth and worth of god's love. 

you are the heaven and leaven of god's love. 

you are the ability and agility of god's love. 

you are, virtuosity, and victory of god's love. 

you are the love of love. 

you are the love of world religions. 

you are the love of ascended masters. 

you are the love of yoga. 

you are the starfire lover of god on earth. 

you are the power of infinite love amplifying itself until it is victorious 
worlds without end. 

you are a king of love. 

you are a queen of love. 

you are a sun-king of love. 

you are a sun-queen of love 

you are a prince of love. 

you are a princess of love. 
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you are a priest of love. 

you are a priestess of love. 

you are a lord of love. 

you are a lady of love. 

you are a bridegroom of love. 

you are a bride of love. 

you are an archangel of love. 

you are an archeia of love. 

you are a savior of love. 

you are a savioress of love. 

you are an emperor of love. 

you are an empress of love. 

you are a hero of love. 

you are a heroine of love. 

you are a knight of love. 

you are a lady of love. 

you are a shepherd of love. 

you are a shepherdess of love. 

you are a father of love. 

you are a mother of love. 

you are a man of love. 

you are a woman of love. 

you are a brother of love. 

you are a sister of love.  
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you are a son of love. 

you are a daughter of love. 

you are a male child of love. 

you are a female child of love. 

you are a church of divine love. 

you are a universal and triumphant church of love. 

you are a lighthouse of love. 

you are a temple of divine love. 

you are a mosque of divine love. 

you are a synagogue of divine love. 

you are the joy of love. 

you are the happiness of love. 

you are the laughter of love. 

you are the mirth of love. 

you are the dance of love. 

you are the song of love. 
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you are the humor of love. 

you are the fun of love. 

you are the bliss of love. 

you are the jubilee of love. 

you are the samadhyou of love. 

you are the levity, laughter, and light of love. 

you are the sensitivity of love. 

you are the gentleness of love. 

you are the delicateness of love. 

you are the respect of love. 

you are god-power. 

you are god-love. 

you are god-mastery. 

you are god-control. 

you are god-obedience. 

you are god-wisdom. 

you are god-harmony and supply. 

you are god-gratitude. 

you are god-justice. 

you are god-reality. 

you are god-vision. 

you are god-victory. 

you are that god that you are, 

you are that good that you are, 
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you are that light that you are, 

you are that life that you are, 

you are that power that you are, 

you are that wisdom that you are, 

you are that love that you are, 

you are that purity that you are, 

you are that truth that you are, 

you are that peace that you are, 

you are that mercy that you are. 

you are a minister of love. 

you are a missionary of love. 

you are a mentor or teacher of love. 

you are a messenger of love. 

you are a co-creator of love. 

you are the holy purpose of love. 

you are a heart afire with love, and you are singing songs of love. 

you are a being of pure love fire, 

you are the pure love god desires. 

you are a being of perfect love, 

you are the purity god does love. 

you are the mercy of love. 

you are the love of mercy 

you are the compassion of love. 

you are the love of compassion. 
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you are the perfection of love. 

you are the beauty of love. 

you are an eternal youth of love. 

Intelligence Affirmation 

I understand that all life has intelligence 

I possess Superman written communication 

I have Superman vocational skills 

I have temporal lobes 

I have superman subcortical function 

I possess superman speech 

I possess superman language 

I have superman self awareness 

I have superman goal setting 

I possess superman neurobehavior 

I have a superman cerebrum 

I possess SUPERMAN nueromuscularity 

I have superman neurovascularity 

I have superman neurocognition 

I have superman memory 

I have a superman negative feedback loop system 

I harness a superman left ventrical, right ventrical, third ventrical and 
fourth brain ventrical. 

I have a superman positive feedback loop system 

I have superman neurophysiological feedback loops 
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I possess superman neurobiological function 

I have a superman amygdala 

I have a superman genotype 

I have superman time management skills 

I have a superman prefrontal cortex 

I have superman neuroventricular cells  
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I have a superman frontal lobe 

I have a superman visual system 

I have a Superman brain 

I possess the superman consciousness 

I possess a superman vestibular system 

I harness superman brain vesicles 

I have superman biological voltage 

I possess superman electric potential 

Time always increases my value 

My intelligence is fueled by solar and atomic energy 

I have superman electropermeabilization 

I have superman neural cell plasma 

I have superman biological electrical fields 

I have a superman neuropsychology 

I possess a superman visual cortex 

I have superman task completion skills 
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I possess superman opinions 

I harness superman central nervous system vibration 

A possess a superman vertebral column 

I have a superman brain stem 

I possess a superman cerebellum 

I have superman vertebral arteries 

I have a superman neuroventricular system 

I have superman abstract thinking 

I have Superman Conceptual thinking 

I have superman brain hemispheric synchronization 

I have superman creativity 

I possess superman alertness 

I possess a superman corpus callosum 

I have superman basal ganglion 

I have superman time orientation 

I possess superman morals 

I possess superman source credibility abilities 

I have superman brain blood oxygenation 

I have superman dentrites 

I have superman central grey matter 

I possess superman problem solving 

I have superman mirror neuron circuits 

I possess a superman deep brain 

I have superman wakefulness 
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I possess superman truth teasoning 

I possess superman biocomplexity 

I have superman learning 

I have superman beta brain waves 

I have superman alpha brain waves 

I have superman theta brain waves 

I have superman delta brain waves 

I have superman epsilon brain waves 

I have superman gamma brain waves 

I have superman symmetrical brain structure 

I have superman asymmetrical brain structures 

I possess superman synonym creation skills 

I posess superman reward pathways 

I have a superman neuro metabolism 

I possess superman attention 

I possess superman working memory 

I have superman proof finding skills 

I have a superman circadian rhythm 

I possess superman assessment skills 

I possess understanding 

I have superman convergence of sensory input 

I harness superman axon sprouting 

I have superman freewill 

I possess superman principles 
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I have superman critical thinking skills 

I demonstrate superman behavior 

I possess superman knowledge 

I have superman brain water diffusion 

I have superman mental health 

I have superman dopamine molecular synthesis 

I possess a superman hindbrain 

I possess superman coordination 

I possess superman non verbal skills 

I display superman conscious effort 

I have superman nerve fields 

I have superman logic 

I possess emotional intelligence 

I possess superman judgement 

I possess superman brain power 

I have superman reasoning 

I have superman gestures 

I possess superman cerebellum zones 

I have superman intentions 

I have superman brain growth 

I possess superman discernment 

I have superman slow wave sleep 

I have superman concrete thinking 

I possess superman synaptic pathways  
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I have superman optimization skills 

I possess superman literature 

I have superman belief systems 

I possess superman positive thinking 

I have superman neuron rhythms 

I have superman facial expressions 

I have superman awareness of internal states 

I have superman mental recovery 

I possess superman thought patterns 

I have superman voltage gated ion levels 

I have superman brain formation 

I possess superman goal setting skills 

I have superman cellular families 

I possess superman evaluation skills 

I possess superman conscious awareness 

I possess superman thoughts 
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I have superman brain electrical stimulation 

I possess superman neuro mitosis 

I have superman emotional expression. 

I possess a superman philosophy 

I possess nneurogenesis 

I have superman meditative abilities 

I have superman thought expansion 

I have a superman vocabulary 

I posess superman cellular viscosity 

I have superman simplification skills 

I have superman neurocognition 

I have superman neuromuscularity 

I possess superman ethics 

I possess neuro stem cells 

I have superman neuroblasts 

I have superman probability thinking 

I have superman universality 

I have superman stress adaptation 

I possess superman questioning abilities 

I possess superman serotonin molecular synthesis 

I have superman motives 

I have a superman brain surface 

I have superman facial discrimination abilities 

I have superman face emotion detection 
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I have superman sensations 

I have superman grey and white matter 

I have a superman education 

I possess superman communication skills 

I have superman discretion 

I have superman holistic thinking 

I have a superman hippocampus 

I have a superman hypothalamus 

I possess superman insights 

I possess superman d.n.a. interaction 

I have superman listening skills 

I have a superman thalamus 

I have the Superman Soma. 

I possess superman value judgements 

I have superman neuro distribution 

I have superman conclusion forming abilities 

I harness superman spatial processing 

I possess superman motor control 

I have superman mental control 

I have superman memory processing 

I have superman responses 

I have superman word recognition 

I have superman receptive fields 

I possess superman mental wellness 
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I have superman psychological waveforms 

I possess superman survival skills 

I have a superman emotional vocabulary 

I have superman mind maps 

I posess superman neuro transmitters 

I have superman occipital lobes 

I have superman orientation 
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I possess a superman pineal gland 

I possess superman strategy skills 

I have a superman imagination 

I have superman introspection 

I possess superman body pposture 

i have superman conditioning 

I have superman laterality 

I possess superman neural firing 

I possess superman resonance 

I have superman brain foods 

I have superman teaching abilities 

I harness superman mental protection 

I have superman brain cells 

I possess superman balance 

I possess superman memory processess 

I have superman undivided attention 
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I have superman brain hemispheres 

I have superman central nervous system convergence 

I have superman emotional recognition 

I have superman thought processing 

I have a superman IQ 

I possess a superman neuroimmunology 

I possess superman neuro protiens 

I have superman writing skills 

I have superman omega 3 fatty acids 

I have superman neuro plasticity 

I have superman brain inter hemispheric transfer 

I possess superman mathmatics 

I possess superman potassium ions 

I have a superman metacognition 

I possess superman plasma membranes 

I have superman cranial nerve responses 

I have superman evoked brain responses 

I possess superman neuronal polarity 

I have superman neuropsychological effects 

I have superman stress management skills 

I possess a superman dominant hand 

I have superman bilateral function 

I have superman motivation 

I have superman conscious remembering 
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I have a superman right handers brain 

I possess superman sincerity 

I have a superman left handers brain 

I have superman emotions 

I have superman internal and external generation of emotions 

I have superman moods 

I possess superman sympathy 

I have superman empathy 

I have superman Spirituality 

I possess superman Love 

I possess superman Hope 

I possess the superman self image 

you understand that all life has intelligence 

you possess Superman written communication 

you have Superman vocational skills 

you have temporal lobes 

you have superman subcortical function 

you possess superman speech 

you possess superman language 

you have superman self awareness 

you have superman goal setting 

you possess superman neurobehavior 

you have a superman cerebrum 

you possess SUPERMAN nueromuscularity  
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you have superman neurovascularity 

you have superman neurocognition 

you have superman memory 

you have a superman negative feedback loop system 

you harness a superman left ventrical, right ventrical, third ventrical and 
fourth brain ventrical. 

you have a superman positive feedback loop system 

you have superman neurophysiological feedback loops 

you possess superman neurobiological function 

you have a superman amygdala 

you have a superman genotype 

you have superman time management skills 

you have a superman prefrontal cortex 

you have superman neuroventricular cells 

you have a superman frontal lobe 

you have a superman visual system 
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you have a Superman brain 

you possess the superman consciousness 

you possess a superman vestibular system 

you harness superman brain vesicles 

you have superman biological voltage 

you possess superman electric potential 

you have superman electropermeabilization 

you have superman neural cell plasma 

you have superman biological electrical fields 

you have a superman neuropsychology 

you possess a superman visual cortex 

you have superman task completion skills 

you possess superman opinions 

you harness superman central nervous system vibration 

You possess a superman vertebral column 

you have a superman brain stem 

you possess a superman cerebellum 

you have superman vertebral arteries 

you have a superman neuroventricular system 

you have superman abstract thinking 

you have Superman Conceptual thinking 

you have superman brain hemispheric synchronization 

you have superman creativity 

you possess superman alertness 
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you possess a superman corpus callosum 

you have superman basal ganglion 

you have superman time orientation 

you possess superman morals 

you possess superman source credibility abilities 

you have superman brain blood oxygenation 

you have superman dentrites 

you have superman central grey matter 

you possess superman problem solving 

you have superman mirror neuron circuits 

you possess a superman deep brain 

you have superman wakefulness 

you possess superman truth teasoning 

you possess superman biocomplexity 

you have superman learning 

you have superman beta brain waves 

you have superman alpha brain waves 

you have superman theta brain waves 

you have superman delta brain waves 

you have superman epsilon brain waves 

you have superman gamma brain waves 

you have superman symmetrical brain structure 

you have superman asymmetrical brain structures 

you possess superman synonym creation skills  
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you posess superman reward pathways 

you have a superman neuro metabolism 

you possess superman attention 

you possess superman working memory 

you have superman proof finding skills 

you have a superman circadian rhythm 

you possess superman assessment skills 

you possess understanding 

you have superman convergence of sensory input 

you harness superman axon sprouting 

you have superman freewill 

you possess superman principles 

you have superman critical thinking skills 

you demonstrate superman behavior 

you possess superman knowledge 

you have superman brain water diffusion 
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you have superman mental health 

you have superman dopamine molecular synthesis 

you possess a superman hindbrain 

you possess superman coordination 

you possess superman non verbal skills 

you display superman conscious effort 

you have superman nerve fields 

you have superman logic 

you possess emotional intelligence 

you possess superman judgement 

you possess superman brain power 

you have superman reasoning 

you have superman gestures 

you possess superman cerebellum zones 

you have superman intentions 

you have superman brain growth 

you possess superman discernment 

you have superman slow wave sleep 

you have superman concrete thinking 

you possess superman synaptic pathways 

you have superman optimization skills 

you possess superman literature 

you have superman belief systems 

you possess superman positive thinking 
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you have superman neuron rhythms 

you have superman facial expressions 

you have superman awareness of internal states 

you have superman mental recovery 

you possess superman thought patterns 

you have superman voltage gated ion levels 

you have superman brain formation 

you possess superman goal setting skills 

you have superman cellular families 

you possess superman evaluation skills 

you possess superman conscious awareness 

you possess superman thoughts 

you have superman brain electrical stimulation 

you possess superman neuro mitosis 

you have superman emotional expression. 

you possess a superman philosophy 

you possess nneurogenesis 

you have superman meditative abilities 

you have superman thought expansion 

you have a superman vocabulary 

you posess superman cellular viscosity 

you have superman simplification skills 

you have superman neurocognition 

you have superman neuromuscularity 
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you possess superman ethics 

you possess neuro stem cells 

you have superman neuroblasts 

you have superman probability thinking 

you have superman universality 

you have superman stress adaptation 

you possess superman questioning abilities 

you possess superman serotonin molecular synthesis 

you have superman motives 

you have a superman brain surface 

you have superman facial discrimination abilities 

you have superman face emotion detection 

you have superman sensations 

you have superman grey and white matter 

you have a superman education 

you possess superman communication skills 

you have superman discretion 

you have superman holistic thinking 

you have a superman hippocampus 

you have a superman hypothalamus 

you possess superman insights 

you possess superman d.n.a. interaction 

you have superman listening skills 

you have a superman thalamus 
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you have the Superman Soma. 

you possess superman value judgements 

you have superman neuro distribution 

you have superman conclusion forming abilities 

you harness superman spatial processing 
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you possess superman motor control 

you have superman mental control 

you have superman memory processing 

you have superman responses 

you have superman word recognition 

you have superman receptive fields 

you possess superman mental wellness 

you have superman psychological waveforms 

you possess superman survival skills 

you have a superman emotional vocabulary 

you have superman mind maps 

you posess superman neuro transmitters 

you have superman occipital lobes 

you have superman orientation 

you possess a superman pineal gland 

you possess superman strategy skills 
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you have a superman imagination 

Time always increases your value. 

Your intelligence is fueled by solar and atomic energy! 

you have superman introspection 

you possess superman body pposture 

You ave superman conditioning 

you have superman laterality 

you possess superman neural firing 

you possess superman resonance 

you have superman brain foods 

you have superman teaching abilities 

you harness superman mental protection 

you have superman brain cells 

you possess superman balance 

you possess superman memory processess 

you have superman undivided attention 

you have superman brain hemispheres 

you have superman central nervous system convergence 

you have superman emotional recognition 

you have superman thought processing 

you have a superman youQ 

you possess a superman neuroimmunology 

you possess superman neuro protiens 

you have superman writing skills 
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you have superman omega 3 fatty acids 

you have superman neuro plasticity 

you have superman brain inter hemispheric transfer 

you possess superman mathmatics 

you possess superman potassium ions 

you have a superman metacognition 

you possess superman plasma membranes 

you have superman cranial nerve responses 

you have superman evoked brain responses 

you possess superman neuronal polarity 

you have superman neuropsychological effects 

you have superman stress management skills 

you possess a superman dominant hand 

you have superman bilateral function 

you have superman motivation 

you have superman conscious remembering 

you have a superman right handers brain 

you possess superman sincerity 

you have a superman left handers brain 

you have superman emotions 

you have superman internal and external generation of emotions 

you have superman moods 

you possess superman sympathy 

you have superman empathy 
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you have superman Spirituality 

you possess superman Love 

you possess superman Hope 

you possess the superman self image 

Health Affirmations 

I have superman bone marrow 

I possess superman chromosomes 

I exhibit superman wound healing 

I have a Superman spinal cord 

I have superman teeth 

I possess a superman spinal cord 

I have a superman brain 

I bear superman white blood cells 

I have superman tissue repair 

I possess superman food intake regulation 

I have superman water intake/output 

I possess superman hydrogen bonding 

I have superman water absorption 

I possess superman voluntary muscle 

I have Superman muscle tissue 

I have superman skeletal muscle 

I have superman sphincters 

I have superman breath volume 

I have a superman voice box  
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I have a superman larynx 

I have superman vocal cords 

I have superman vitamin synthesis 

I have superman vital signs 

I have superman visual fields 

I have superman visual acuity 

I have superman visual pathways 

I have superman brain pathways 

I have superman brain ventricles 

I have superhero heart ventricles 

I have superman smooth muscle 

I have superman vertebrae 

I have superman ventilation 

I have superman heart valves 

I have superman arterial valves 

I have superman venous valves 
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I have superman nerves 

I have superman veins 

I have a superman mind 

I have superman blood pressure 

I have superman blood vessels 

I have superman body temperature 

I have superman glands 

I have superman vasodialation 

I have superman systemic circulation 

I have superman hair 

I have superman PH levels 

I have superman body defense 

I have superman energy storage 

I have a superman upper respiratory tract 

I possess superman bones 

I possess superman neurons 

I have superman joints 

I have superman skin 

I have superman eardrums 

I have superman twitch muscles 

I possess superman protien synthesis 

I possess superman kidneys 

I have superman food exchange 

I have superman sinuses 
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I have superman trapezoids 

I have superman triceps 

I have superman d.n.a 

I possess a superman physiology 

I have superman r.n.a 

I have superman lymph nodes 

I have a superman tongue and tonsils 

I have superman tastebuds 

I have a superman trachea 

I have a superman bladder 

I possess superman blood sugar levels 

I have superman diastolic and systolic blood pressre 

I have superman blood diffusion 

I have superman beta brain waves 

I have superman alpha brain waves 

I have superman theta brain waves 

I have superman delta brain waves 

I have superman epsilon brain waves 

I have superman gamma brain waves 

I have superman cytoplasm 

I have superman cytoskeletons 

I have superman curvatures 

i have superman cranial sutures 

I have superman feet 
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I have superman follicles 

I possess superman cartilage 

I have superman hormones 

I have a superman thyroid 

I have superman lymphocytes 

I have a superman thorax  
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I have superman air ducts 

I have a superman diaphram 

I possess superman covalent bonds 

I have superman adrenal glands 

I have superman coronary arteries 

I possess superman alveoli 

I possess a superman colon 

I have superman collogen 

I possess a superman diaphram 

I have superman organs 

I have a superman aorta 

I have superman deep arteries 

I have superman brain waves 

I possess superman circulatory transport systems 

I have superman muscular filaments 

I have superman thermoregulation 
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I possess superman thermal energy 

I possess the superman blood/brain barrier 

I possess a superman bile duct 

I have superman bile salts 

I have superman pairing 

I have superman biceps 

I have a superman anatomy 

I possess superman d.n.a replication 

I have the superman pulse 

I have superman cellular receptors 

I have superman tears 

I possess superman perspiration 

I have superman T cells 

I have superman systolic pressure 

I have superman nueron synapses and ganglia 

I have a superman heart rate 

I possess superman basophils 

I have superman aging 

I have superman pores 

I have superman sweat 

I possess a superman heart base 

I possess a superman lung base 

I have superman axons 

I have superman swallowing 
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I possess a superman cranium 

I possess superman probiotic communities 

I have superman ligaments 

I have a superman stomach 

I have a superman basal metabolic rate 

I possess superman cells 

I have superman muscular contraction 

I have a superman nasal cavity 

I possess superman cellular extensions 

I have superman thighs 

I have superman digestion 

I have a superman small intestine 

I have superman bone storage function 

I have superman neuron response 

I have superman fertility 

I posess superman back muscles 

I possess superman vascularity 

I have a superman sternum 

I have superman regeneration 

I have a superman spleen 

I have a superman spine 

I have superman spinal reflexes 

I possess superman collagen 

I have a superman spinal curvature 
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I have superman white matter 

I have superman gray matter 

I have a superman spinal cavity 

I have a superman skull 

I have superman antigens 

I have superman food absorption 

I have superman absorptive cells 

I have superman cranial nerves 

I have a superman pancreas 

I have a superman blood type 

I possess superman ball and socket joints 

I possess superman arterial blood pressure 

I have superman red blood cells 

I have superman plasma 

I have superman hemoglobin 

I possess superman amino acids 

I have superman shoulder blades 

I have superman sight 

I have a superman microscope immunity 

I have superman growth hormone 

I have a superman shivering reflex 

I possess superman clavicles 

I have superman shinbones 

I have superman heart sounds  
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WEEK 28 

 

I have superman schwann cells 

I have superman scar tissue 

I have superman root canals 

I have superhero ribosomes 

I have a superman bronchial tree 

I have superman respiratory volumes 

I possess superman body cavities 

I have superman nueral impulses 

I possess superman cholesterol 

I have superman respiratory sounds 

I have a superman respiratory rate 

I have a superman acid-base balance 

I have superman gaseous exchange 

I possess a superman Aorta 

I possess a superman vena cava 

I have superman muscle fibers 
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I have superman retinas 

I have superman bursts of breath 

I have superman tissue repair 

I have superman bone repair 

I have superman pulmonary capillaries 

I have the superman neuron Association 

I possess superman arms 

I possess a superman heart apex 

I possess superman lung apex’ s 

I have superman dietary sources 

I have superman pressure points 

I possess superman cellular reproduction 

I possess superman cellular resoiration 

I have superman sex organs 

I have superman potential energy 

I have a superman pituitary gland 

I have a superman pineal gland 

I have superman brain matter 

I possess superman androgens 

I have superman pain receptors 

I have superman osmosis 

I have superman osteocytes 

I have superman optic nerves 

I have superman bodily oils 
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I have the superman nucleus 

I possess a superman cellular metabolism 

I have superman nucleus nutrition 

I possess a superman cerebral cortex 

I possess superman cerebral arteries 

I have superman antibodies 

I have superman night vision 

I possess superman air sacs 

I have superman neutrophils 

I have superman medicine 

I have superman stem cells 

I have superman nerve growth 

I have superman muscle fatigue 

I possess superman cardiac corculation 

I possess superman carbon 

I possess superman potassium 

I have superman calcium 

I have superman phosphorus 

I possess superman zinc 

I possess superman iron 

I have superman magnesium 

I have superman copper 

I have superman magnanese 

I have superman trace elements 
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I have superman capillary beds 

I possess superman bronchial sounds 

I have superman calories and kilocalories 

I have superman balance 

I have superman muscle control 

I have superman muscle tone 

I have superman myocardium 

I have superman nodes 

I have superman nerve protection 

I have superman molecular formulas 

I possess superman albumin 

I have superman minerals 

I have superman lipids 

I have superman medulla oblangota 

I possess superman cellular diversity 

I possess superman membrane support 

I have superman adrenaline 

I have a superman bone matrix 

I have superman lung sounds 

I have a superman lower respiratory tract 

I have superman cellular life cycles 

I have superman eye lenses 

I am superman cellular excitability 

I have a superman large intestine 
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I have superman knees 

I have superman knee caps 

I have superman atomic energy 

I have superman kinetic energy 

I have a superman jaw. 

I have superman ionic bonds 
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WEEK 29 

 

I have superman intracellular fluid 

I have superman intestinal juice 

I possess a superman cerebellum 

I possess a superman cellular immunity 

I have superman intervertabral discs 

I have superman intercostal muscles 

I have superman insulin production 

I possess superman cerebrospinal fluid 

I have superman inner mass 

I have superman ingestion 

I have superman inflammatory response 

I possess superman immunology 

I possess superman immune responses 

I possess superman cellular structural organization 

I have superman bone cells 

I have superman heart chambers 
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I have superman brain chambers 

I have superman femurs 

I have superhero hand bones 

I have superman hair follicles 

I possess superman formation and growth 

I have superman granulation tissue 

I have superman nerve endings 

I possess superman fluid balance 

I have superman antioxidants 

I have superman first heart sounds 

I have superman second heart sounds 

I possess superman fat cells 

I have superman body defenses 

I posess superman body adaptivity 

I have superman fingerprints 

I have superman fat deposits 

I possess superman facial bones 

I have superman facial nerves 

I have superman eyelids 

I have superman eye movements 

I have superman eyelashes 

I have superman eyebrows 

I possess superman internal eye structures 

I possess superman external eye structures 
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I have superman extracellular fluid 

I have superman back muscles 

I have a superman cell theory 

I possess superman exocrine glands 

I am superman heat 

i possess superman blood volume 

I have superman evaporation 

I possess a superman cellular matrix 

I have superman inspirations 

I have superman expirations 

I have superman enzymes 

I possess superman energy output 

I possess superman energy balance 

I have superman tooth enamel 

I have superman electrons 

I possess Superman DNA helix's 

I possess superman life cycles 

I have superman elements 

I possess superman electrical energy 

I have superman eardrums 

I have a Superman digestive system. 

I have a Superman intugementary system. 

I have a Superman lymphatic system. 

I have a Superman limbic system.  
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WEEK 30 

 

I have a Superman endocrine system. 

I have a Superman pulmonary system. 

I have a Superman Immune system. 

I have a Superman cardiopulmonary system. 

I have a Superman Cardiovascular System. 

I have a Superman circulatory system. 

I have a Superman Musculoskeletal system. 

I have a Superman Vascular system. 

I have a Superman Skeletal System. 

I have a Superman Urinary System. 

I have a Superman excretory system. 

I have a Superman sympathetic Nervous system. 

I have a Superman parasympathetic Nervous System. 

I have a Superman Autonomic nervous system. 

I have a Superman voluntary system. 

I have a Superman Metabolism. 
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I have a Superman Respiratory system. 

I have a Superman Central Nervous System. 

I have a Superman Reproductive System. 

I have superman vital signs 

I have superman visual fields 

I have superman visual acuity 

I have superman visual pathways 

I have superman brain pathways 

I have superman brain ventricles 

I have superhero heart ventricles 

I have superman smooth muscle 

I have superman vertebrae 

I have superman ventilation 

I have superman heart valves 

I have superman arterial valves 

I have superman venous valves 

I have superman nerves 

I have superman veins 

I have a superman mind 

I have superman blood pressure 

I have superman blood vessels 

I have superman body temperature 

I have superman glands 

I have superman vasodialation 
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I have superman systemic circulation 

I have superman hair 

I have superman PH levels 

I have superman body defense 

I have superman energy storage 

I have a superman upper respiratory tract 

I possess superman bones 

I possess superman neurons 

I have superman joints 

I have superman skin 

I have superman eardrums 

I have superman twitch muscles 

I possess superman protien synthesis 

I possess superman kidneys 

I have superman food exchange 

I have superman sinuses 

I have superman trapezoids 

I have superman triceps 

I have superman d.n.a 

I possess a superman physiology 

I have superman r.n.a 

I have superman lymph nodes 

I have a superman tongue and tonsils 

I have superman tastebuds  
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WEEK 31 

 

I have a superman trachea 

I have a superman bladder 

I possess superman blood sugar levels 

I have superman diastolic and systolic blood pressre 

I have superman blood diffusion 

I have superman beta brain waves 

I have superman alpha brain waves 

I have superman theta brain waves 

I have superman delta brain waves 

I have superman epsilon brain waves 

I have superman gamma brain waves 

I have superman cytoplasm 

I have superman cytoskeletons 

I have superman curvatures 

i have superman cranial sutures 

I have superman feet 
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I have superman follicles 

I possess superman cartilage 

I have superman hormones 

I have a superman thyroid 

I have superman lymphocytes 

I have a superman thorax 

I have superman air ducts 

I have a superman diaphram 

I possess superman covalent bonds 

I have superman adrenal glands 

I have superman coronary arteries 

I possess superman alveoli 

I possess a superman colon 

I have superman collogen 

I possess a superman diaphram 

I have superman organs 

I have a superman aorta 

I have superman deep arteries 

I have superman brain waves 

I possess superman circulatory transport systems 

I have superman muscular filaments 

I have superman thermoregulation 

I possess superman thermal energy 

I possess the superman blood/brain barrier 
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I possess a superman bile duct 

I have superman bile salts 

I have superman pairing 

I have superman biceps 

I have a superman anatomy 

I possess superman d.n.a replication 
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WEEK 32 

 

I have the superman pulse 

I have superman cellular receptors 

I have superman tears 

I possess superman perspiration 

I have superman T cells 

I have superman systolic pressure 

I have superman nueron synapses and ganglia 

I have a superman heart rate 

I possess superman basophils 

I have superman aging 

I have superman pores 

I have superman sweat 

I possess a superman heart base 

I possess a superman lung base 

I have superman axons 

I have superman swallowing 
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I possess a superman cranium 

I possess superman probiotic communities 

I have superman ligaments 

I have a superman stomach 

I have a superman basal metabolic rate 

I possess superman cells 

I have superman muscular contraction 

I have a superman nasal cavity 

I possess superman cellular extensions 

I have superman thighs 

I have superman digestion 

I have a superman small intestine 

I have superman bone storage function 

I have superman neuron response 

I have superman fertility 

I posess superman back muscles 

I possess superman vascularity 

I have a superman sternum 

I have superman regeneration 

I have a superman spleen 

I have a superman spine 

I have superman spinal reflexes 

I possess superman collagen 

I have a superman spinal curvature 
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I have superman white matter 

I have superman gray matter 

I have a superman spinal cavity 

I have a superman skull 

I have superman antigens 

I have superman food absorption 

I have superman absorptive cells 

I have superman cranial nerves 

I have a superman pancreas 

I have a superman blood type 

I possess superman ball and socket joints 

I possess superman arterial blood pressure 

I have superman red blood cells 

I have superman plasma 

I have superman hemoglobin 

I possess superman amino acids 

I have superman shoulder blades 

I have superman sight 

I have a superman microscope immunity 

I have superman growth hormone 

I have a superman shivering reflex 

I possess superman clavicles 

I have superman shinbones  
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WEEK 33 

 

I have superman heart sounds 

I have superman schwann cells 

I have superman scar tissue 

I have superman root canals 

I have superhero ribosomes 

I have a superman bronchial tree 

I have superman respiratory volumes 

I possess superman body cavities 

I have superman nueral impulses 

I possess superman cholesterol 

I have superman respiratory sounds 

I have a superman respiratory rate 

I have a superman acid-base balance 

I have superman gaseous exchange 

I possess a superman Aorta 

I possess a superman vena cava 
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I have superman muscle fibers 

I have superman retinas 

I have superman bursts of breath 

I have superman tissue repair 

I have superman bone repair 

I have superman pulmonary capillaries 

I have the superman neuron Association 

I possess superman arms 

I possess a superman heart apex 

I possess superman lung apex’ s 

I have superman dietary sources 

I have superman pressure points 

I possess superman cellular reproduction 

I possess superman cellular resoiration 

I have superman sex organs 

I have superman potential energy 

I have a superman pituitary gland 

I have a superman pineal gland 

I have superman brain matter 

I possess superman androgens 

I have superman pain receptors 

I have superman osmosis 

I have superman osteocytes 

I have superman optic nerves 
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I have superman bodily oils 

I have the superman nucleus 

I possess a superman cellular metabolism 

I have superman nucleus nutrition 

I possess a superman cerebral cortex 

I possess superman cerebral arteries 

I have superman antibodies 

I have superman night vision 

I possess superman air sacs 

I have superman neutrophils 

I have superman medicine 

I have superman stem cells 

I have superman nerve growth 

I have superman muscle fatigue 

I possess superman cardiac corculation 

I possess superman carbon 

I possess superman potassium 

I have superman calcium 

I have superman phosphorus 

I possess superman zinc 

I possess superman iron 

I have superman magnesium 

I have superman copper 

I have superman magnanese  
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WEEK 34 

 

I have superman trace elements 

I have superman capillary beds 

I possess superman bronchial sounds I have superman calories and 
kilocalories 

I have superman balance 

I have superman muscle control 

I have superman muscle tone 

I have superman myocardium 

I have superman nodes 

I have superman nerve protection 

I have superman molecular formulas 

I possess superman albumin 

I have superman minerals 

I have superman lipids 

I have superman medulla oblangota 

I possess superman cellular diversity 
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I possess superman membrane support 

I have superman adrenaline 

I have a superman bone matrix 

I have superman lung sounds 

I have a superman lower respiratory tract 

I have superman cellular life cycles 

I have superman eye lenses 

I am superman cellular excitability 

I have a superman large intestine 

I have superman knees 

I have superman knee caps 

I have superman atomic energy 

I have superman kinetic energy 

I have a superman jaw. 

I have superman ionic bonds 

I have superman intracellular fluid 

I have superman intestinal juice 

I possess a superman cerebellum 

I possess a superman cellular immunity 

I have superman intervertabral discs 

I have superman intercostal muscles 

I have superman insulin production 

I possess superman cerebrospinal fluid 

I have superman inner mass 
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I have superman ingestion 

I have superman inflammatory response 

I possess superman immunology 

I possess superman immune responses 

I possess superman cellular structural organization 

I have superman bone cells 

I have superman heart chambers 

I have superman brain chambers 

I have superman femurs 

I have superhero hand bones 

I have superman hair follicles 

I possess superman formation and growth 

I have superman granulation tissue 

I have superman nerve endings 

I possess superman fluid balance 

I have superman antioxidants 

I have superman first heart sounds 

I have superman second heart sounds 

I possess superman fat cells 

I have superman body defenses 

I posess superman body adaptivity 

I have superman fingerprints 

I have superman fat deposits 

I possess superman facial bones 
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I have superman facial nerves 

I have superman eyelids 

I have superman eye movements 

I have superman eyelashes 

I have superman eyebrows 

I possess superman internal eye structures  
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WEEK 35 

 

I possess superman external eye structures 

I have superman extracellular fluid 

I have superman back muscles 

I have a superman cell theory 

I possess superman exocrine glands 

I am superman heat 

i possess superman blood volume 

I have superman evaporation 

I possess a superman cellular matrix 

I have superman inspirations 

I have superman expirations 

I have superman enzymes 

I possess superman energy output 

I possess superman energy balance 

I have superman tooth enamel 

I have superman electrons 
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I possess Superman DNA helix's 

I possess superman life cycles 

I have superman elements 

I possess superman electrical energy 

I have superman eardrums 

I have a Superman digestive system. 

I have a Superman intugementary system. 

I have a Superman lymphatic system. 

I have a Superman limbic system. 

I have a Superman endocrine system. 

I have a Superman pulmonary system. 

I have a Superman Immune system. 

I have a Superman cardiopulmonary system. 

I have a Superman Cardiovascular System. 

I have a Superman circulatory system. 

I have a Superman Musculoskeletal system. 

I have a Superman Vascular system. 

I have a Superman Skeletal System. 

I have a Superman Urinary System. 

I have a Superman excretory system. 

I have a Superman sympathetic Nervous system. 

I have a Superman parasympathetic Nervous System. 

I have a Superman Autonomic nervous system. 

I have a Superman voluntary system. 
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I have a Superman Metabolism. 

I have a Superman Respiratory system. 

I have a Superman Central Nervous System. 

I have a Superman Reproductive System. 

You have superman bone marrow 

You possess superman chromosomes 

You exhibit superman wound healing 

You have a Superman spinal cord 

You have superman teeth 

You possess a superman spinal cord 

You have a superman brain 

You bear superman white blood cells 

You have superman tissue repair 

You possess superman food intake regulation 

You have superman water intake/output 

You possess superman hydrogen bonding 

You have superman water absorption 

You possess superman voluntary muscle 

You have Superman muscle tissue 

You have superman skeletal muscle 

You have superman sphincters 

You have superman breath volume 

You have a superman voice box 

You have a superman larynx 
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You have superman vocal cords 

You have superman vitamin synthesis 

You have superman vital signs 

You have superman visual fields 

You have superman visual acuity 

You have superman visual pathways 

You have superman brain pathways 
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WEEK 36 

 

You have superman brain ventricles 

You have superhero heart ventricles 

You have superman smooth muscle 

You have superman vertebrae 

You have superman ventilation 

You have superman heart valves 

You have superman arterial valves 

You have superman venous valves 

You have superman nerves 

You have superman veins 

You have a superman mind 

You have superman blood pressure 

You have superman blood vessels 

You have superman body temperature 

You have superman glands 

You have superman vasodialation 
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You have superman systemic circulation 

You have superman hair 

You have superman PH levels 

You have superman body defense 

You have superman energy storage 

You have a superman upper respiratory tract 

You possess superman bones 

You possess superman neurons 

You have superman joints 

You have superman skin 

You have superman eardrums 

You have superman twitch muscles 

You possess superman protien synthesis 

You possess superman kidneys 

You have superman food exchange 

You have superman sinuses 

You have superman trapezoids 

You have superman triceps 

You have superman d.n.a 

You possess a superman physiology 

You have superman r.n.a 

You have superman lymph nodes 

You have a superman tongue and tonsils 

You have superman tastebuds 
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You have a superman trachea 

You have a superman bladder 

You possess superman blood sugar levels 

You have superman diastolic and systolic blood pressre 

You have superman blood diffusion 

You have superman beta brain waves 

You have superman alpha brain waves 

You have superman theta brain waves 

You have superman delta brain waves 

You have superman epsilon brain waves 

You have superman gamma brain waves 

You have superman cytoplasm 

You have superman cytoskeletons 

You have superman curvatures 

i have superman cranial sutures 

You have superman feet 

You have superman follicles 

You possess superman cartilage 

You have superman hormones 

You have a superman thyroid 

You have superman lymphocytes 

You have a superman thorax 

You have superman air ducts 

You have a superman diaphram 
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You possess superman covalent bonds 

You have superman adrenal glands 

You have superman coronary arteries 

You possess superman alveoli 

You possess a superman colon 

You have superman collogen 

You possess a superman diaphram 

You have superman organs 

You have a superman aorta 

You have superman deep arteries 

You have superman brain waves 

You possess superman circulatory transport systems 

You have superman muscular filaments 

You have superman thermoregulation 

You possess superman thermal energy 

You possess the superman blood/brain barrier 

You possess a superman bile duct 

You have superman bile salts 

You have superman pairing 

You have superman biceps 

You have a superman anatomy 

You possess superman d.n.a replication 

You have the superman pulse 
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WEEK 37 

 

You have superman cellular receptors 

You have superman tears 

You possess superman perspiration 

You have superman T cells 

You have superman systolic pressure 

You have superman nueron synapses and ganglia 

You have a superman heart rate 

You possess superman basophils 

You have superman aging 

You have superman pores 

You have superman sweat 

You possess a superman heart base 

You possess a superman lung base 

You have superman axons 

You have superman swallowing 

You possess a superman cranium 
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You possess superman probiotic communities 

You have superman ligaments 

You have a superman stomach 

You have a superman basal metabolic rate 

You possess superman cells 

You have superman muscular contraction 

You have a superman nasal cavity 

You possess superman cellular extensions 

You have superman thighs 

You have superman digestion 

You have a superman small intestine 

You have superman bone storage function 

You have superman neuron response 

You have superman fertility 

You posess superman back muscles 

You possess superman vascularity 

You have a superman sternum 

You have superman regeneration 

You have a superman spleen 

You have a superman spine 

You have superman spinal reflexes 

You possess superman collagen 

You have a superman spinal curvature 

You have superman white matter 
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You have superman gray matter 

You have a superman spinal cavity 

You have a superman skull 

You have superman antigens 

You have superman food absorption 

You have superman absorptive cells 

You have superman cranial nerves 

You have a superman pancreas 

You have a superman blood type 

You possess superman ball and socket joints 

You possess superman arterial blood pressure 

You have superman red blood cells 

You have superman plasma 

You have superman hemoglobin 

You possess superman amino acids 

You have superman shoulder blades 

You have superman sight 

You have a superman microscope immunity 

You have superman growth hormone 

You have a superman shivering reflex 

You possess superman clavicles 

You have superman shinbones 

You have superman heart sounds 

You have superman schwann cells 
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WEEK 38 

 

You have superman scar tissue 

You have superman root canals 

You have superhero ribosomes 

You have a superman bronchial tree 

You have superman respiratory volumes 

You possess superman body cavities 

You have superman nueral impulses 

You possess superman cholesterol 

You have superman respiratory sounds 

You have a superman respiratory rate 

You have a superman acid-base balance 

You have superman gaseous exchange 

You possess a superman Aorta 

You possess a superman vena cava 

You have superman muscle fibers 

You have superman retinas 
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You have superman bursts of breath 

You have superman tissue repair 

You have superman bone repair 

You have superman pulmonary capillaries 

You have the superman neuron Association 

You possess superman arms 

You possess a superman heart apex 

You possess superman lung apex’ s 

You have superman dietary sources 

You have superman pressure points 

You possess superman cellular reproduction 

You possess superman cellular resoiration 

You have superman sex organs 

You have superman potential energy 

You have a superman pituitary gland 

You have a superman pineal gland 

You have superman brain matter 

You possess superman androgens 

You have superman pain receptors 

You have superman osmosis 

You have superman osteocytes 

You have superman optic nerves 

You have superman bodily oils 

You have the superman nucleus 
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You possess a superman cellular metabolism 

You have superman nucleus nutrition 

You possess a superman cerebral cortex 

You possess superman cerebral arteries 

You have superman antibodies 

You have superman night vision 

You possess superman air sacs 

You have superman neutrophils 

You have superman medicine 

You have superman stem cells 

You have superman nerve growth 

You have superman muscle fatigue 

You possess superman cardiac corculation 

You possess superman carbon 

You possess superman potassium 

You have superman calcium 

You have superman phosphorus 

You possess superman zinc 

You possess superman iron 

You have superman magnesium 

You have superman copper 

You have superman magnanese 

You have superman trace elements 

You have superman capillary beds 
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You possess superman bronchial sounds 

You have superman calories and kilocalories 

You have superman balance 

You have superman muscle control 

You have superman muscle tone 

You have superman myocardium 

You have superman nodes 

You have superman nerve protection 

You have superman molecular formulas 

You possess superman albumin 

You have superman minerals 

You have superman lipids 

You have superman medulla oblangota 

You possess superman cellular diversity 

You possess superman membrane support 
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WEEK 39 

 

You have superman adrenaline 

You have a superman bone matrix 

You have superman lung sounds 

You have a superman lower respiratory tract 

You have superman cellular life cycles 

You have superman eye lenses 

You am superman cellular excitability 

You have a superman large intestine 

You have superman knees 

You have superman knee caps 

You have superman atomic energy 

You have superman kinetic energy 

You have a superman jaw. 

You have superman ionic bonds 

You have superman intracellular fluid 

You have superman intestinal juice 
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You possess a superman cerebellum 

You possess a superman cellular immunity 

You have superman intervertabral discs 

You have superman intercostal muscles 

You have superman insulin production 

You possess superman cerebrospinal fluid 

You have superman inner mass 

You have superman ingestion 

You have superman inflammatory response 

You possess superman immunology 

You possess superman immune responses 

You possess superman cellular structural organization 

You have superman bone cells 

You have superman heart chambers 

You have superman brain chambers 

You have superman femurs 

You have superhero hand bones 

You have superman hair follicles 

You possess superman formation and growth 

You have superman granulation tissue 

You have superman nerve endings 

You possess superman fluid balance 

You have superman antioxidants 

You have superman first heart sounds 
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You have superman second heart sounds 

You possess superman fat cells 

You have superman body defenses 

You posess superman body adaptivity 

You have superman fingerprints 

You have superman fat deposits 

You possess superman facial bones 

You have superman facial nerves 

You have superman eyelids 

You have superman eye movements 

You have superman eyelashes 

You have superman eyebrows 

You possess superman internal eye structures 

You possess superman external eye structures 

You have superman extracellular fluid 

You have superman back muscles 

You have a superman cell theory 

You possess superman exocrine glands 

You am superman heat 

i possess superman blood volume 

You have superman evaporation 

You possess a superman cellular matrix 

You have superman inspirations  
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WEEK 40 

 

You have superman expirations 

You have superman enzymes 

You possess superman energy output 

You possess superman energy balance 

You have superman tooth enamel 

You have superman electrons 

You possess Superman DNA helix's 

You possess superman life cycles 

You have superman elements 

You possess superman electrical energy 

You have superman eardrums 

You have a Superman digestive system. 

You have a Superman intugementary system. 

You have a Superman lymphatic system. 

You have a Superman limbic system. 
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You have a Superman endocrine system. 

You have a Superman pulmonary system. 

You have a Superman Yoummune system. 

You have a Superman cardiopulmonary system. 

You have a Superman Cardiovascular System. 

You have a Superman circulatory system. 

You have a Superman Musculoskeletal system. 

You have a Superman Vascular system. 

You have a Superman Skeletal System. 

You have a Superman Urinary System. 

You have a Superman excretory system. 

You have a Superman sympathetic Nervous system. 

You have a Superman parasympathetic Nervous System. 

You have a Superman Autonomic nervous system. 

You have a Superman voluntary system. 

You have a Superman Metabolism. 

You have a Superman Respiratory system. 

You have a Superman Central Nervous System. 

You have a Superman Reproductive System. 

You have superman vital signs 

You have superman visual fields 

You have superman visual acuity 

You have superman visual pathways 

You have superman brain pathways 
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You have superman brain ventricles 

You have superhero heart ventricles 

You have superman smooth muscle 

You have superman vertebrae 

You have superman ventilation 

You have superman heart valves 

You have superman arterial valves 

You have superman venous valves 

You have superman nerves 

You have superman veins 

You have a superman mind 

You have superman blood pressure 

You have superman blood vessels 

You have superman body temperature 

You have superman glands 

You have superman vasodialation 

You have superman systemic circulation 

You have superman hair 

You have superman PH levels 

You have superman body defense 

You have superman energy storage 

You have a superman upper respiratory tract 

You possess superman bones 

You possess superman neurons 
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You have superman joints 

You have superman skin 

You have superman eardrums 

You have superman twitch muscles 

You possess superman protien synthesis 

You possess superman kidneys 

You have superman food exchange 

You have superman sinuses 

You have superman trapezoids 
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WEEK 41 

 

You have superman triceps 

You have superman d.n.a 

You possess a superman physiology 

You have superman r.n.a 

You have superman lymph nodes 

You have a superman tongue and tonsils 

You have superman tastebuds 

You have a superman trachea 

You have a superman bladder 

You possess superman blood sugar levels 

You have superman diastolic and systolic blood pressre 

You have superman blood diffusion 

You have superman beta brain waves 

You have superman alpha brain waves 

You have superman theta brain waves 

You have superman delta brain waves 
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You have superman epsilon brain waves 

You have superman gamma brain waves 

You have superman cytoplasm 

You have superman cytoskeletons 

You have superman curvatures 

i have superman cranial sutures 

You have superman feet 

You have superman follicles 

You possess superman cartilage 

You have superman hormones 

You have a superman thyroid 

You have superman lymphocytes 

You have a superman thorax 

You have superman air ducts 

You have a superman diaphram 

You possess superman covalent bonds 

You have superman adrenal glands 

You have superman coronary arteries 

You possess superman alveoli 

You possess a superman colon 

You have superman collogen 

You possess a superman diaphram 

You have superman organs 

You have a superman aorta 
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You have superman deep arteries 

You have superman brain waves 

You possess superman circulatory transport systems 

You have superman muscular filaments 

You have superman thermoregulation 

You possess superman thermal energy 

You possess the superman blood/brain barrier 

You possess a superman bile duct 

You have superman bile salts 

You have superman pairing 

You have superman biceps 

You have a superman anatomy 

You possess superman d.n.a replication 

You have the superman pulse 

You have superman cellular receptors 

You have superman tears 

You possess superman perspiration 

You have superman T cells 

You have superman systolic pressure 

You have superman nueron synapses and ganglia 

You have a superman heart rate 

You possess superman basophils 

You have superman aging 

You have superman pores 
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You have superman sweat 

You possess a superman heart base 

You possess a superman lung base 

You have superman axons 

You have superman swallowing 

You possess a superman cranium 

You possess superman probiotic communities 

You have superman ligaments 

You have a superman stomach 

You have a superman basal metabolic rate 

You possess superman cells 

You have superman muscular contraction 

You have a superman nasal cavity  
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You possess superman cellular extensions 

You have superman thighs 

You have superman digestion 

You have a superman small intestine 

You have superman bone storage function 

You have superman neuron response 

You have superman fertility 

You posess superman back muscles 

You possess superman vascularity 

You have a superman sternum 

You have superman regeneration 

You have a superman spleen 

You have a superman spine 

You have superman spinal reflexes 

You possess superman collagen 

You have a superman spinal curvature 
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You have superman white matter 

You have superman gray matter 

You have a superman spinal cavity 

You have a superman skull 

You have superman antigens 

You have superman food absorption 

You have superman absorptive cells 

You have superman cranial nerves 

You have a superman pancreas 

You have a superman blood type 

You possess superman ball and socket joints 

You possess superman arterial blood pressure 

You have superman red blood cells 

You have superman plasma 

You have superman hemoglobin 

You possess superman amino acids 

You have superman shoulder blades 

You have superman sight 

You have a superman microscope immunity 

You have superman growth hormone 

You have a superman shivering reflex 

You possess superman clavicles 

You have superman shinbones 

You have superman heart sounds 
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You have superman schwann cells 

You have superman scar tissue 

You have superman root canals 

You have superhero ribosomes 

You have a superman bronchial tree 

You have superman respiratory volumes 

You possess superman body cavities 

You have superman nueral impulses 

You possess superman cholesterol 

You have superman respiratory sounds 

You have a superman respiratory rate 

You have a superman acid-base balance 

You have superman gaseous exchange 

You possess a superman Aorta 

You possess a superman vena cava 

You have superman muscle fibers 

You have superman retinas 

You have superman bursts of breath 

You have superman tissue repair 

You have superman bone repair 

You have superman pulmonary capillaries 

You have the superman neuron Association 

You possess superman arms 

You possess a superman heart apex  
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WEEK 43 

 

You possess superman lung apex’ s 

You have superman dietary sources 

You have superman pressure points 

You possess superman cellular reproduction 

You possess superman cellular resoiration 

You have superman sex organs 

You have superman potential energy 

You have a superman pituitary gland 

You have a superman pineal gland 

You have superman brain matter 

You possess superman androgens 

You have superman pain receptors 

You have superman osmosis 

You have superman osteocytes 

You have superman optic nerves 

You have superman bodily oils 
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You have the superman nucleus 

You possess a superman cellular metabolism 

You have superman nucleus nutrition 

You possess a superman cerebral cortex 

You possess superman cerebral arteries 

You have superman antibodies 

You have superman night vision 

You possess superman air sacs 

You have superman neutrophils 

You have superman medicine 

You have superman stem cells 

You have superman nerve growth 

You have superman muscle fatigue 

You possess superman cardiac corculation 

You possess superman carbon 

You possess superman potassium 

You have superman calcium 

You have superman phosphorus 

You possess superman zinc 

You possess superman iron 

You have superman magnesium 

You have superman copper 

You have superman magnanese 

You have superman trace elements 
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You have superman capillary beds 

You possess superman bronchial sounds 

You have superman calories and kilocalories 

You have superman balance 

You have superman muscle control 

You have superman muscle tone 

You have superman myocardium 

You have superman nodes 

You have superman nerve protection 

You have superman molecular formulas 

You possess superman albumin 

You have superman minerals 

You have superman lipids 

You have superman medulla oblangota 

You possess superman cellular diversity 

You possess superman membrane support 

You have superman adrenaline 

You have a superman bone matrix 

You have superman lung sounds 

You have a superman lower respiratory tract 

You have superman cellular life cycles 

You have superman eye lenses 

You am superman cellular excitability 

You have a superman large intestine 
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You have superman knees 

You have superman knee caps 

You have superman atomic energy 

You have superman kinetic energy 

You have a superman jaw. 

You have superman ionic bonds 

You have superman intracellular fluid 

You have superman intestinal juice 

You possess a superman cerebellum 

You possess a superman cellular immunity 

You have superman intervertabral discs 

You have superman intercostal muscles 

You have superman insulin production 

You possess superman cerebrospinal fluid 

You have superman inner mass 

You have superman ingestion 

You have superman inflammatory response 

You possess superman immunology 

You possess superman immune responses 

You possess superman cellular structural organization 

You have superman bone cells 

You have superman heart chambers 

You have superman brain chambers 

You have superman femurs 
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You have superhero hand bones 

You have superman hair follicles 

You possess superman formation and growth 

You have superman granulation tissue 

You have superman nerve endings  
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You possess superman fluid balance 

You have superman antioxidants 

You have superman first heart sounds 

You have superman second heart sounds 

You possess superman fat cells 

You have superman body defenses 

You posess superman body adaptivity 

You have superman fingerprints 

You have superman fat deposits 

You possess superman facial bones 

You have superman facial nerves 

You have superman eyelids 

You have superman eye movements 

You have superman eyelashes 

You have superman eyebrows 

You possess superman internal eye structures 
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You possess superman external eye structures 

You have superman extracellular fluid 

You have superman back muscles 

You have a superman cell theory 

You possess superman exocrine glands 

You am superman heat 

i possess superman blood volume 

You have superman evaporation 

You possess a superman cellular matrix 

You have superman inspirations 

You have superman expirations 

You have superman enzymes 

You possess superman energy output 

You possess superman energy balance 

You have superman tooth enamel 

You have superman electrons 

You possess Superman DNA helix's 

You possess superman life cycles 

You have superman elements 

You possess superman electrical energy 

You have superman eardrums 

You have a Superman digestive system. 

You have a Superman intugementary system. 

You have a Superman lymphatic system. 
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You have a Superman limbic system. 

You have a Superman endocrine system. 

You have a Superman pulmonary system. 

You have a Superman Yoummune system. 

You have a Superman cardiopulmonary system. 

You have a Superman Cardiovascular System. 

You have a Superman circulatory system. 

You have a Superman Musculoskeletal system. 

You have a Superman Vascular system. 

You have a Superman Skeletal System. 

You have a Superman Urinary System. 

You have a Superman excretory system. 

You have a Superman sympathetic Nervous system. 

You have a Superman parasympathetic Nervous System. 

You have a Superman Autonomic nervous system. 

You have a Superman voluntary system. 

You have a Superman Metabolism. 

You have a Superman Respiratory system. 

You have a Superman Central Nervous System. 

You have a Superman Reproductive System. 

Emotional Power Affirmations! 

My emotions are synthesized in pure light 

My emotions are always new and always fresh 

I am the deepest discovery of my own emotions 
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My peace is like a blue ocean 

I have superman visualization skills 

I accept all of my disgust fully 

I possess superman motivation 

I have a superman emotional mind 

I am confident 

I have superman observation of my thoughts 

I am assured 

I have superman thought replacement 

I have superman space surrounding my emotions 

I feel like everything is going to be ok 

My emotions bring me abudance 

I produce emotions of belonging 

I am tireless 

I feel the energy of fullness 

I possess superman space surrounding my thoughts 

I am non-resistant 

I have a superman temperment 

I posses superman emotional brain centers 

I am loving 

I have superman acceptance of all my emotions 

I have superman acceptance toward my mistakes 

I am aware 

I hold the ability to define all of my emotions with detail.  
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I possess superman emotional energy 

My emotions are in tune 

I am flexible 

I have the superman attitude 

My dominating thought is “ I can.” 

I have superman detachment skills 

I possess superman music 

I am responsive 

I hold superman approval 

I hold superman control 

I hold superman security 

I possess superman acceptance of lack of approval 

I am adventurous 

I possess superman acceptance of lack of control 

I possess superman acceptance of lack of security 

I have superman judgements 
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My deepest emotion is love force. 

I have a superman humor 

I am resilient 

I possess superman purpose 

I harness superman relaxation skills 

I am alert 

I have a superman brain 

I have a superman limbic system 

I possess superman cooperation skills 

My more mature emotions are childlike 

I am lucid 

My positive emotions can be in multiple places in my body at the same 
time. 

I have superman 24 hour goals 

I possess superman weekly goals 

I am superman competent 

I possess superman monthly goals 

I produce superman sensations 

My emotions are borderless 

I have superman stress hormones 

I hold the superman perspective 

I am explorative 

I am able to embrace any emotion until it dissolves and detaches from 
my life stream. 

I am self-sufficient 
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I have superman annual goals 

My most powerful benificial emotions are located midline within my 
body 

I am invincible 

I have superman bi annual goals 

I have superman healing emotion generation capabilities 

I am open 

I possess superman 5 year goals 

I have superman emotional observation 

I have superman self soothing 

I am alive 

I possess superman 10 year goals 

I have superman lifetime goals 

I have a superman hierarchy of emotions 

I possess superman achievement skills 

I am motivated 

My superman strength secretly manifests from the emotion of 
gentleness 

I have superman emotional understanding 

I possess superman thought completion abilities 

I have superman sociability 

I am sharp 

I have superman emotional strength 

All of my emotions are harmonious 

I have superman compassion 
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I am focused 

I possess superman sleep 

I have superman patience 

I have superman thought emotion sychronicity 

I am optimistic 
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I have superman emotional memory 

I have superman initiative 

I am resourceful 

I possess superman emotional maturity 

I am centered 

I have superman mindfulness 

I have superman choice of language 

I am creative 

I have superman slow thinking 

I have superman rapid thinking 

I have superman conflict resolution skills 

I am secure 

I possess superman future emotion 

I am honorable 

I have superman clarity 

I have superman integrity 
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I have superman desires 

I have superman emotional bounderies 

Positive emotions are the dominant force of my mind. 

I possess superman verbal intelligence 

I possess superman afterlife goals 

I have superman interpersonal networks 

Friendliness 

I have superman light immersed thoughts 

I have superman light immersed emotion 

I possess superman high vibrational thoughts 

I possess superman high vibrational emotions 

I possess emotional order 

I have the superman physical-emotion connection 

I have a superman autobiographical memory 

I have emotional authority 

I am certain 

I am immersed in Superman beauty 

I am enthusiastic 

I have superman amusement 

I have superman mindful awareness 

I now have the superman mindset 

I have superman emotional duration 

I am independent 

My emotions come from my future not my past 
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I possess superman praise abilities 

I have superman emotionally driven behaviors 

My superman courageous thoughts are attached to every emotion. 

I possess superman consequence awareness 

I possess superman solution mastery 

I produce superman memories 

I have superman authentic pride 

I am giving 

I hold superman emotional vibrations 

I have superman depth of values 

I have superman fun 

I have superman emotion labeling skills 

I possess superman ego depletion skills 

I have the superman flow 

I always have a superman sentiment 

I have superman impulse control 

I am cheerful 

I can control my emotions with my words 

I have superman performance 

I possess superman anticipation 

My emotions are rooted in my best self 

I have superman interests 

I possess a superman outlook 
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My superman emotions are ageless 

I have superman assertiveness 

I have superman emotional trigger detection 

I have superman trust 

I have a superman cortical brain 

I have a superman subcortical brain 

I possess superman pleasure cycles 

I am eager 

I have a superman basal ganglia 

I have superman cortisol, oxytocin and testosterone 

I have a superman amygdala 

I possess a superman prefrontal cortex 

I possess superman emotional knowledge 

I have superman emotional flexibility 

I possess superman decision making skills 

I possess superman self love capacities 
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I have superman reflective thought 

I have superman paradigms 

I have superman emotional energy 

I have superman inner body awareness 

I have superman emotion appraisal 

I am able to see the bigger picture 

I possess superman psychodynamics 

I am daring 

I have superman emotional impulsess 

I have superman authority over pride 

I have superman authority over anger 

I have superman authority over lust 

I have superman authority over fear 

I have superman authority over guilt 

I have superman authority over grief 

I possess superman authority over apathy 

My true emotion is superman wholeness 

My true emotion is superman tranquility 

My true emotion is superman timelessnes 

My true emotion is superman stillness 

My true emotion is superman spaciousness 

My true emotion is superman serenity 

My true emotion is superman quiet 

My true emotion is superman pureness 
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My true emotion is superman perfection 

My true emotion is superman oneness 

My true emotion is superman light 

My true emotion is superman glowing 

My true emotion is superman fulfillment 

My true emotion is superman freedom 

My true emotion is superman completeness 

My true emotion is superman calmness 

My true emotion is superman boundlessness 

I possess superman motives 

I possess superman situational emotions 

I have superman thought chains 

I possess superman distance 

My emotions synthesis the healthiest molecules 

I possess superman emotions 

I possess superman aromas 

I have superman love and connection 

I have superman aspirations 

I possess superman appreciation 

I have superman feelings 

I am decisive 

I possess superman self actualization 

I have superman self control 

I have superman social skills 
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I have superman emotional mastery 

I am happy 

I have superman happiness generation abilities 

I possess superman negative energy desensitization 

I have superman emotional release abilities 

I have a superman emotional life 

I possess superman coping skills 

I have superman regulation 

I have superman spontaneity 

I have superman mindsets 

I possess superman need aquiring skills 

I hold superman intentions 

I am dynamic 

I am the superman mind 

your emotions are synthesized in pure light 

your emotions are always new and always fresh 

You are the deepest discovery of your own emotions 

your peace is like a blue ocean 

You have superman visualization skills 

You accept all of your disgust fully 

You possess superman motivation 

You have a superman emotional mind 

You are confident 

You have superman observation of your thoughts  
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You are assured 

You have superman thought replacement 

You have superman space surrounding your emotions 

You feel like everything is going to be ok 

your emotions bring me abundance 

You produce emotions of belonging 

You are tireless 

You feel the energy of fullness 

You possess superman space surrounding your thoughts 

You are non-resistant 

You have a superman temperament 

You posses superman emotional brain centers 

You are loving 

You have superman acceptance of all your emotions 

You have superman acceptance toward your mistakes 

You are aware 
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You hold the ability to define all of your emotions with detail. 

You possess superman emotional energy 

your emotions are in tune 

You are flexible 

You have the superman attitude 

your dominating thought is “ You can.” 

You have superman detachment skills 

You possess superman music 

You are responsive 

You hold superman approval 

You hold superman control 

You hold superman security 

You possess superman acceptance of lack of approval 

You are adventurous 

You possess superman acceptance of lack of control 

You possess superman acceptance of lack of security 

You have superman judgements 

your deepest emotion is love force. 

You have a superman humor 

You are resilient 

You possess superman purpose 

You harness superman relaxation skills 

You are alert 

You have a superman brain 
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You have a superman limbic system 

You possess superman cooperation skills 

your more mature emotions are childlike 

You are lucid 

your positive emotions can be in multiple places in your body at the 
same time. 

You have superman 24 hour goals 

You possess superman weekly goals 

You are superman competent 

You possess superman monthly goals 

You produce superman sensations 

your emotions are borderless 

You have superman stress hormones 

You hold the superman perspective 

You are explorative 

You are able to embrace any emotion until it dissolves and detaches 
from your life stream. 

You are self-sufficient 

You have superman annual goals 

your most powerful beneficial emotions are located midline within your 
body 

You are invincible 

You have superman bi annual goals 

You have superman healing emotion generation capabilities 

You are open 
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You possess superman 5 year goals 

You have superman emotional observation 

You have superman self soothing 

You are alive 

You possess superman 10 year goals 

You have superman lifetime goals 

You have a superman hierarchy of emotions 

You possess superman achievement skills 

You are motivated 

your superman strength secretly manifests from the emotion of 
gentleness 

You have superman emotional understanding 

You possess superman thought completion abilities 

You have superman sociability 

You are sharp 

You have superman emotional strength 

all of your emotions are harmonious 

You have superman compassion 

You are focused 

You possess superman sleep 

You have superman patience 

You have superman thought emotion synchronicity 

You are optimistic 

You have superman emotional memory 
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You have superman initiative 

You are resourceful 

You possess superman emotional maturity 

You are centered 

You have superman mindfulness 

You have superman choice of language 

You are creative 

You have superman slow thinking 

You have superman rapid thinking 

You have superman conflict resolution skills 

You are secure 

You possess superman future emotion 

You are honorable 

You have superman clarity 

You have superman integrity 

You have superman desires 

You have superman emotional boundaries 

positive emotions are the dominant force of your mind. 

You possess superman verbal intelligence 
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You possess superman afterlife goals 

You have superman interpersonal networks 

friendliness 

You have superman light immersed thoughts 

You have superman light immersed emotion 

You possess superman high vibrational thoughts 

You possess superman high vibrational emotions 

You possess emotional order 

You have the superman physical-emotion connection 

You have a superman autobiographical memory 

You have emotional authority 

You are certain 

You are immersed in superman beauty 

You are enthusiastic 

You have superman amusement 

You have superman mindful awareness 
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You now have the superman mindset 

You have superman emotional duration 

You are independent 

your emotions come from your future not your past 

You possess superman praise abilities 

You have superman emotionally driven behaviors 

your superman courageous thoughts are attached to every emotion. 

You possess superman consequence awareness 

You possess superman solution mastery 

You produce superman memories 

You have superman authentic pride 

You are giving 

You hold superman emotional vibrations 

You have superman depth of values 

You have superman fun 

You have superman emotion labeling skills 

You possess superman ego depletion skills 

You have the superman flow 

You always have a superman sentiment 

You have superman impulse control 

You are cheerful 

You can control your emotions with your words 

You have superman performance 

You possess superman anticipation 
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your emotions are rooted in your best self 

You have superman interests 

You possess a superman outlook 

your superman emotions are ageless 

You have superman assertiveness 

You have superman emotional trigger detection 

You have superman trust 

You have a superman cortical brain 

You have a superman subcortical brain 

You possess superman pleasure cycles 

You are eager 

You have a superman basal ganglia 

You have superman cortisol, oxytocin and testosterone 

You have a superman amygdala 

You possess a superman prefrontal cortex 

You possess superman emotional knowledge 

You have superman emotional flexibility 

You possess superman decision making skills 

You possess superman self love capacities 

You have superman reflective thought 

You have superman paradigms 

You have superman emotional energy 

You have superman inner body awareness 

You have superman emotion appraisal 
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You are able to see the bigger picture 

You possess superman psychodynamics 

You are daring 

You have superman emotional impulses 

You have superman authority over pride 

You have superman authority over anger 

You have superman authority over lust 

You have superman authority over fear 

You have superman authority over guilt 

You have superman authority over grief 

You possess superman authority over apathy 

your true emotion is superman wholeness 

your true emotion is superman tranquility 

your true emotion is superman timelessness 

your true emotion is superman stillness 

your true emotion is superman spaciousness 

your true emotion is superman serenity 

your true emotion is superman quiet 

your true emotion is superman pureness 

your true emotion is superman perfection 

your true emotion is superman oneness 

your true emotion is superman light 

your true emotion is superman glowing 

your true emotion is superman fulfillment 
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your true emotion is superman freedom 

your true emotion is superman completeness 

your true emotion is superman calmness 

your true emotion is superman boundlessness 

You possess superman motives 

You possess superman situational emotions 

You have superman thought chains 

You possess superman distance 

your emotions synthesis the healthiest molecules 

You possess superman emotions 

You possess superman aromas 

You have superman love and connection 

You have superman aspirations 

You possess superman appreciation 

You have superman feelings 

You are decisive 

You possess superman self actualization 

You have superman self control 

You have superman social skills 

You have superman emotional mastery 

You are happy 

You have superman happiness generation abilities 

You possess superman negative energy desensitization 

You have superman emotional release abilities  
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You have a superman emotional life 

You possess superman coping skills 

You have superman regulation 

You have superman spontaneity 

You have superman mindsets 

You possess superman need acquiring skills 

You hold superman intentions 

You are dynamic 

You are the superman mind 

Affirmations from Clark Kents Bible 

I know the scripture, yes, but more importantly I know Jesus, and in 
Him I have life. John 5:39-40 

I try to spend time with wise people. This helps me become even wiser. 
Proverbs 13:20 

My God is compassionate and merciful – slow to get angry and filled 
with unfailing love. Psalm 103:8 
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As I wait on the Lord and am courageous, God will strengthen my 
heart. Psalm 27:14 

God blesses me with peace and gives me strength. Psalm 29:11 

My kind words are sweet to the soul and healing to the bones of others. 
Proverbs 16:24Affirmation Spiritual 

Because I follow Jesus, I know his voice and he personally directs my 
steps. John 10:3 

I do not fear death because it’s my doorway to heaven. 1 Corinthians 
15:55 

The power of God works through me as I affirm that it’s His treasure 
inside this jar of clay. 2 Corinthians 4:7 

As I cast my cares and burdens to God, He sustains me and I have 
peace. Psalm 55:22 

I am not afraid or discouraged because God goes before me and is 
always with me. Deut 31:8 

I have entered the kingdom of God like a little child. Mark 10:15 

My negative feelings don’t come from God so I don’t have to put up 
with them! 2 Timothy 1:7 

Because God’s Spirit lives in me, my spirit is alive and I have true life. 
Romans 8:11 

Some day I’ll be in heaven with my Father because I know the way 
there – Jesus! John 14:6 

Jesus Christ gives me victory over sin and death. 1 Corinthians 15:57 

When Jesus knocks on my heart’s door I hear him, let him in and have 
fellowship with him.Revelation 3:20 

The Lord is good! I’ve experienced him. Psalm 34:8 
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I have a living hope through the resurrection of Jesus from the dead. 1 
Peter 1:3 

When Christ died I was set free from the power of sin. Romans 6:6 
Because of what Christ did on the cross at Calvary, I’m able to have a 
new life. John 10:10 

I can see the Kingdom of God because I am born again. John 3:3 

I don’t worry about everyday life. God knows my needs and meets 
them because I make His Kingdom my primary concern. Matthew 6:25-
33 

Jesus shows himself to me because I love him. John 14:21 

Because Jesus died for my sins, I am no longer separated from God. I 
live in close union with him.Romans 5:10 

The fruit I produce brings great joy to God, my Father in Heaven. John 
15:8 

When I cry to God for relief from the deepest pits of my life, he hears 
me. Lamentations 3:55-56 

When I’m distressed, I cry to God 4 help and he hears my voice. Psalm 
18:6 

If I don’t stand firmly in my faith, I won’t stand at all. Isaiah 7:9 

God is love and he is in me, so I am love. 1 John 4:16 

Thank you Jesus for counting me faithful and putting me into ministry. 
1 Timothy 1:12 

Jesus died and rose from the grave for me. I’m blessed because I 
believe this and have not seen him.John 20:29 

Though I have not seen the resurrected Christ, I believe in Him and am 
therefore blessed. John 20:29 

I am protected by the name of Jesus. John 17:12 
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God’s power works best in my weakness. 2 Corinthians 12:9 

Through the energy of Christ working powerfully in me, I teach others 
His truths. Colossians 1:2 

I have been saved, not by works, but grace, so that I might do good 
works. Ephesians 2:9-10 

My faith makes me whole in spirit, soul and body. Mark 5:34 

When I call out to God He answers me. He tells me things I wouldn’t 
know otherwise. Jeremiah 33:3 

Because I place my hope in the Lord my strength is renewed. Isaiah 
40:31 

As I follow Jesus…..as I walk with him, I have peace. Luke 24:36 

Because I obey Jesus I remain in his love. John 15:10 

The cross of Christ is my power. 1 Corinthians 1:17 

I am able to keep my ways pure, but only by living according to God’s 
Word. Psalm 119:9 

I run along the paths of God’s commands because He has set my heart 
free. Psalm 119:32 

God is faithful. He’ll complete the good work that he has begun in me. 
Philippians 1:6 

I alone am not competent . My competence comes from God. 2 
Corinthians 3:5 

I give my anxieties to God and know that he’ll take them because he 
loves me. This gives me peace. 1 Peter 5:7 

The Lord stands at my side and gives me strength to share his Good 
News with others. 2 Timothy 4:17 

As I lose my life for Christ’s sake, I find true life in him. Matthew 10:39 
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I have life, now & eternally, because of God’s grace. It’s not because of 
anything I have done. Eph 2:8-9 

Because I’ve walked through Jesus’ gate, I’ve found green pastures. 
John 10:9 

When I’m distressed, I cry to God for help and he hears my voice. 
Psalm 18:6 

God quiets my deep inner hunger because I am cherished by him. 
Psalm 17:14 

My God meets all my needs. Philippians 4:19 

God is my refuge and strength …. always ready to help me in times of 
trouble. Psalm 46:1 

God gives me strength when I am weary and increases my power when 
I am weak. Isaiah 40:29 

Because I place my hope in God, I can soar like an eagle, run and not 
grow weary, walk and not be faint. Isaiah 40:31 

I set my heart and mind on things above, not earthly things. This gives 
me peace. Colossians 3:1-2 

I guard my heart because it determines the course of my life. Proverbs 
4:23 

I trust God at all times because he is my refuge. Psalm 62:8 

As I lose my life for Jesus’ sake, I find it. Matthew 10:39 

God keeps me in perfect peace because I trust in Him and fix my 
thoughts on Him. Isaiah 26:3 

God is able to do immeasurably more in my life than I could ever 
imagine. Ephesians 3:20 

I experience true life when I deny myself, turn from my selfish ways 
and follow Jesus. Matthew 16:24-25 
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I have the anointing of Jesus, through the Holy Spirit. He teaches me 
truth and empowers me to live a full life. 1 John 2:27 

I could not experience an abundant life except for Jesus and the cross. 
Matthew 16:24 

I love God’s principles and meditate on them all day long. Psalm 119:97 

I live by faith, not by sight. 2 Corinthians 12:7 

I follow Jesus, no matter where he leads me. Matthew 6:20 

The same love that God has for Jesus is in me. John 17:26 

I am being made holy by God’s truths. John 17:17 

It is by the grace of God and his love that I am saved by my faith. 
Ephesians 2:5 

I can approach God directly with freedom and confidence through faith 
in Jesus. Ephesians 3:12 

I worship the Lord my God and serve only him. Luke 4:8 

I have great joy because I obey God’s commands and remain in His 
love! John 15:11 

Because I have written love and faithfulness on the tablet of my heart I 
have favor with God. Proverbs 3:3 

The “fullness of God” is available to me because I am deeply rooted in 
the love of Jesus. Ephesians 3:17-19 
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As I give up control, release my life 2 God and allow Jesus to live 
through me, God-sized things happen. Galatians 2:20 

I do not live by bread alone, but by every word that proceeds from the 
mouth of God. Matthew 4:4 

Because I believe in God and in Jesus, trouble leaves my heart. John 
14:1 

God pours out his love into my heart by the Holy Spirit. Romans 5:5 

My life is bringing honor to Christ. God likes this. Philippians 1:20 

Because I fear the Lord and shun evil, my body is healthy and my bones 
are nourished. Proverbs 3:7- 

As I follow Jesus and walk in his Way of Holiness, gladness and joy 
overtake me. Isaiah 35:8-10 

The Lord is my good Shepherd. He provides for all of my needs. Psalm 
23:1 

I was made in the image of God. How cool is that! Genesis 1:27 

God reveals his spiritual truths to me by his Holy Spirit. 1 Corinthians 
2:13 

In God I live and move and exist. Acts 17:28 
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I may never win an Olympic medal, but I’ve won a crown of everlasting 
joy because I know Christ.Isaiah 51:11 

I continue to work out my full salvation as God works in me according 
to his good purpose.Philippians 2:12-13 

God does not look at my outward appearance. He looks at my heart. 1 
Samuel 16:7 

Because I seek the Lord with all my heart, I lack no good thing Psalm 
34:10 

The key to my fruit-bearing life is hearing God’s truth and 
understanding it. Matthew 13:23 

When I humble myself before God in prayer, he hears me and I gain 
understanding. Daniel 10:12 

My faith, that saves and transforms me, comes by reading and 
understanding God’s Word. Romans 10:12 

Experiencing God and his truths, not knowledge about him and them, 
gives me abundant LIFE. John 17:3 

Because I feed on bread that comes from heaven (Jesus) I have life…. 
and will live eternally. John 6:57-58 

I give thanks to God because he is good and his love endures forever. 
Jeremiah 33:11 

I don’t hide my light under a basket. I let it shine for all to see so 
everyone will praise my Father.Matthew 5:15-16 

God forgives my wrongdoings and never remembers my sins. Hebrews 
8:12 

I am a new person, complete in Christ. 2 Corinthians 5:17 

If I don’t stand firmly in my faith, I won’t stand at all. Isaiah 7:9 

Heartfelt Bible Affirmations 
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God’s Holy Spirit, who lives in me, opens my mind to the deep truths 
in God’s Word. 1 John 2:27 

I’m like a tree, planted by streams of water. My life bears fruit and 
prospers because I meditate on God’s Word. Psalm 1:1-2 

More than anything else I try to guard my heart because it determines 
how I live life. Proverbs 4:23 

I don’t act thoughtlessly, but try to understand what the Lord wants me 
2 do. Ephesians 5:17 

God’s Spirit in me is greater than any other spirit in the world. He 
enables me to live a victorious life. 1 John 4:4 

I am experiencing real Life – as Jesus intended. 1 John 5:12 

The Holy Spirit helps me understand God’s truth when I read the 
Bible. John 16:12 

You know the scripture, yes, but more importantly You know Jesus, 
and in Him You have life. John 5:39-40 

You try to spend time with wise people. This helps you become even 
wiser. Proverbs 13:20 

Your God is compassionate and merciful – slow to get angry and filled 
with unfailing love. Psalm 103:8 

As You wait on the Lord and am courageous, God will strengthen you 
heart. Psalm 27:14 

God blesses you with peace and gives you strength. Psalm 29:11 

Your kind words are sweet to the soul and healing to the bones of 
others. Proverbs 16:24 

Because You follow Jesus, You know his voice and he personally 
directs your steps. John 10:3 

You do not fear death because it’s your doorway to heaven. 1 
Corinthians 15:55 
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The power of God works through you as You affirm that it’s His 
treasure inside this jar of clay. 2 Corinthians 4:7 

As You cast your cares and burdens to God, He sustains you and You 
have peace. Psalm 55:22 

You are not afraid or discouraged because God goes before you and is 
always with you. Deut 31:8 

You have entered the kingdom of God like a little child. Mark 10:15 

Your negative feelings don’t come from God so You don’t have to put 
up with them! 2 Timothy 1:7 

Because God’s Spirit lives in you, your spirit is alive and You have true 
life. Romans 8:11 

Some day You’ll be in heaven with your Father because You know the 
way there – Jesus! John 14:6 

Jesus Christ gives you victory over sin and death. 1 Corinthians 15:57 

When Jesus knocks on your heart’s door You hear him, let him in and 
have fellowship with him. Revelation 3:20 

The Lord is good! You’ve experienced him. Psalm 34:8 

You have a living hope through the resurrection of Jesus from the dead. 
1 Peter 1:3 

When Christ died You was set free from the power of sin. Romans 6:6 

Because of what Christ did on the cross at Calvary, You’re able to have 
a new life. John 10:10 

You can see the Kingdom of God because You are born again. John 
3:3 

You don’t worry about everyday life. God knows your needs and meets 
them because You make His Kingdom your primary concern. Matthew 
6:25-33 
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Jesus shows himself to you because You love him. John 14:21 

Because Jesus died for your sins, You are no longer separated from 
God. You live in close union with him. Romans 5:10 

The fruit You produce brings great joy to God, your Father in Heaven. 
John 15:8 

When You cry to God for relief from the deepest pits of your life, he 
hears you. Lamentations 3:55-56 

When You’re distressed, You cry to God for help and he hears your 
voice. Psalm 18:6 

If You don’t stand firmly in your faith, You won’t stand at all. Isaiah 7:9 

God is love and he is in you, so You are love. 1 John 4:16 

Thank you Jesus for counting you faithful and putting you into 
ministry. 1 Timothy 1:12 

Jesus died and rose from the grave for you. Your blessed because You 
believe this and have not seen him. John 20:29 

Though You have not seen the resurrected Christ, You believe in Him 
and are therefore blessed. John 20:29 

You am protected by the name of Jesus. John 17:12 

God’s power works best in your weakness. 2 Corinthians 12:9 

Through the energy of Christ working powerfully in you, You teach 
others His truths. Colossians 1:2 

You have been saved, not by works, but grace, so that You might do 
good works. Ephesians 2:9-10 

Your faith makes you whole in spirit, soul and body. Mark 5:34 
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When You call out to God He answers you. He tells you things You 
wouldn’t know otherwise. Jeremiah 33:3 

Because You place your hope in the Lord , your strength is renewed. 
Isaiah 40:31 

As You follow Jesus…..as You walk with him, You have peace. Luke 
24:36 

Because You obey Jesus You remain in his love. John 15:10 

The cross of Christ is your power. 1 Corinthians 1:17 

You re able to keep your ways pure, but only by living according to 
God’s Word. Psalm 119:9 

You run along the paths of God’s commands because He has set your 
heart free. Psalm 119:32 

God is faithful. He’ll complete the good work that he has begun in you. 
Philippians 1:6 

You alone are not competent . Your competence comes from God. 2 
Corinthians 3:5 

You give your anxieties to God and know that he’ll take them because 
he loves you. This gives you peace. 1 Peter 5:7 
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The Lord stands at your side and gives you strength to share his Good 
News with others. 2 Timothy 4:17 

As You lose your life for Christ’s sake, You find true life in him. 
Matthew 10:39 

You have life, now & eternally, because of God’s grace. It’s not because 
of anything You have done. Eph 2:8-9 

Because You’ve walked through Jesus’ gate, You’ve found green 
pastures. John 10:9 

When Your distressed, You cry to God for help and he hears your 
voice. Psalm 18:6 

God quiets your deep inner hunger because You are cherished by him. 
Psalm 17:14 

Your God meets all your needs. Philippians 4:19 

God is your refuge and strength …. always ready to help you in times 
of trouble. Psalm 46:1 

God gives you strength when You are weary and increases your power 
when You are weak. Isaiah 40:29 

Because You place your hope in God, You can soar like an eagle, run 
and not grow weary, walk and not be faint. Isaiah 40:31 

You set your heart and mind on things above, not earthly things. This 
gives you peace. Colossians 3:1-2 

You guard your heart because it determines the course of your life. 
Proverbs 4:23 

You trust God at all times because he is your refuge. Psalm 62:8 

As You lose your life for Jesus’ sake, You find it. Matthew 10:39 

God keeps you in perfect peace because You trust in Him and fix your 
thoughts on Him. Yousaiah 26:3 
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God is able to do immeasurably more in your life than You could ever 
imagine. Ephesians 3:20 

You experience true life when You deny yourself, turn from your 
selfish ways and follow Jesus. Matthew 16:24-25 

You have the anointing of Jesus, through the Holy Spirit. He teaches 
you truth and empowers you to live a full life. 1 John 2:27 

You could not experience an abundant life except for Jesus and the 
cross. Matthew 16:24 

You love God’s principles and meditate on them all day long. Psalm 
119:97 

You live by faith, not by sight. 2 Corinthians 12:7 

You follow Jesus, no matter where he leads you. Matthew 6:20 

The same love that God has for Jesus is in you. John 17:26 

You are being made holy by God’s truths. John 17:17 

It is by the grace of God and his love that You are saved by your faith. 
Ephesians 2:5 

You can approach God directly with freedom and confidence through 
faith in Jesus. Ephesians 3:12 

You worship the Lord your God and serve only him. Luke 4:8 

You have great joy because You obey God’s commands and remain in 
His love! John 15:11 

Because You have written love and faithfulness on the tablet of 
yourbheart You have favor with God. Proverbs 3:3 

The “fullness of God” is available to you because You are deeply 
rooted in the love of Jesus. Ephesians 3:17-19 

As You give up control, release your life to God and allow Jesus to live 
through you, God-sized things happen. Galatians 2:20 
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You do not live by bread alone, but by every word that proceeds from 
the mouth of God. Matthew 4:4 

Because You believe in God and in Jesus, trouble leaves your heart. 
John 14:1 

God pours out his love into your heart by the Holy Spirit. Romans 5:5 

Your life is bringing honor to Christ. God likes this. Philippians 1:20 

Because You fear the Lord and shun evil, yournbody is healthy and 
your bones are nourished. Proverbs 3:7- 

As You follow Jesus and walk in his Way of Holiness, gladness and joy 
overtake you. Yousaiah 35:8-10 

The Lord is your good Shepherd. He provides for all of your needs. 
Psalm 23:1 

You was made in the image of God. How cool is that! Genesis 1:27 

God reveals his spiritual truths to you by his Holy Spirit. 1 Corinthians 
2:13 

In God You live and move and exist. Acts 17:28 

You may never win an Olympic medal, but You’ve won a crown of 
everlasting joy because You know Christ. Isaiah 51:11 

You continue to work out your full salvation as God works in you 
according to his good purpose. Philippians 2:12-13 

God does not look at your outward appearance. He looks at your heart. 
1 Samuel 16:7 

Because You seek the Lord with all your heart, You lack no good thing 
Psalm 34:10 

The key to your fruit-bearing life is hearing God’s truth and 
understanding it. Matthew 13:23 

When You humble yourself before God in prayer, he hears you and 
You gain understanding. Daniel 10:12 
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Your faith, that saves and transforms you, comes by reading and 
understanding God’s Word. Romans 10:12 

Experiencing God and his truths, not knowledge about him and them, 
gives you abundant life. John 17:3 

Because You feed on bread that comes from heaven (Jesus) You have 
life…. and will live eternally. John 6:57-58 

You give thanks to God because he is good and his love endures 
forever. Jeremiah 33:11 

You don’t hide your light under a basket. You let it shine for all to see 
so everyone will praise your Father. Matthew 5:15-16 

God forgives your wrong doings and never remembers your sins. 
Hebrews 8:12 

You am a new person, complete in Christ. 2 Corinthians 5:17 

If You don’t stand firmly in your faith, You won’t stand at all. Isaiah 7:9 

God’s Holy Spirit, who lives in you, opens your mind to the deep truths 
in God’s Word. 1 John 2:27 

You’re like a tree, planted by streams of water. Your life bears fruit and 
prospers because You meditate on God’s Word. Psalm 1:1-2 

More than anything else You try to guard your heart because it 
determines how You live life. Proverbs 4:23 

You don’t act thoughtlessly, but try to understand what the Lord wants 
you to do. Ephesians 5:17 

God’s Spirit in you is greater than any other spirit in the world. He 
enables you to live a victorious life. 1 John 4:4 

You are experiencing real Life – as Jesus intended. 1 John 5:12 

The Holy Spirit helps you understand God’s truth when You read the 
Bible. John 16:12  
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BONUS AFFIRMATIONS 

 

I have enough money to live like a man 

I am connected to all the subtle energies of this planet of health 

My negative energy turns into light and permeates my body 

I am a being that reflects the ocean perfectly 

I am a being that reflects the earth perfectly 

I am the Disneyworld of our future 

I am the ruler of my subconscious mind 

The universe is teaching me its deepest silence 

My friends are beyond the ocean 

I created the brightest future for our children 

Being able to use space to form anything I want.  So I developed mind. 

I identify with the energy of all life 

I communicate with the highest force there is all of the secrets of the 
universe are within me 

It is a grateful universe 

I liberated the god source within me to be creative and prosperous 
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My head is full of the best energies 

I am thinking the greatest thoughts of the universe 

I know how to use my mind perfectly 

I have a deeper live for myself which means, i have access to deeper 
parts of myself 

I live amongst kings 

Angels sing to me 

I lead myself to heaven 

I attract justice into my life 

All of the doors of heaven are open for me 

My mind is beyond and higher then all minds 

I am a superpower 

I am a superpower thinker 

My presence breathes luxury and space into my life 

I’m so healthy I feel like I’m in heaven 

My dreams are reserved for the most loving beings 

My entire subconscious is the kingdom of God 

I live in a sanctuary of peace 

I live amongst quiet people 

I am the king of energy 

I empower angels 

My core beliefs are turning universal 

I am open to all emotions and feelings 

Pure star light is the borders of my mind 
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I want to build my child an empire 

My acceptance is my paradise 

I empower people with my life 

My mind expands to the edges of the peaceful universe 

I am able to provide others safety 

I want to reach for the best in life 

People give me extra respect because of my calmness 

My path is clear 

My life promotes my work to the world 

My voice is valuable 

I’m grateful for the good and bad pain and pleasure in my life, they 
both give joy through appreciation for life 

I eat the healthiest things for my body 

I have a beautiful home that I feel safe in 

I have the safest transportation 

My heart feels free and light, carefree and loving 

My energy flows within my body perfectly 

Everyone in my life was proud and happy with me 

All of the people from my past bring love into my future 

My mind has been conditioned for greatness 

My childhood gave me the best experiences for my success and 
happiness 

I have all the light and energy I need 

I am always comfortable 

I am the healthiest living being and the happiest 
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I feel and look young and beautiful 

My mind only contains beneficial information and creativity 

I care for my own land and all on my land is filled with my love 

I am fertile and healthy 

I love each new day and look forward to tomorrow 

I love all beings, physical, mental and spiritual 

I am recompensed for my work that put out in this world 

I live a life of truth.  Truth always protects my life. 

People accept me for me 

I love being myself wherever I go 

My world is now full of courage. 

I have the best friends ever 

I can shelter others through the storm 

My future is always filled with more light then the past 

My freedom is precious and loves me 

My mind is my personal resting haven 

When I think a thought of goodness it manifest in my world 

People roll out the carpet wherever i go 

I always look my best 

I always feel the cleanest and the purest 

My world is full of love and i am swimming in it 

All of life loves me 

The beings from my past are grateful for our experiences and move 
freely within their own freedom 
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Everyday i am filled with 2 days worth of energy 

My privacy is sacred and all people respect sacredness 

Everyone loves my works and benefits from them because of their 
power 

My body is completely pure and operating perfectly on all levels 

I am emotionally balanced and free 

I only hear peaceful words 

I only generate peaceful energy 

I am the greatest, to have ever lived 

I am knowing of my afterlife and am pleased 

I am courageous over death and embrace the day 

I have a home that emanates light to the world 

My home is full of love and peace 

My home is spacious and luxurious 

I live like a king because i think like a king 

People are upfront with me and always respect my boundaries 

The peace that surrounds me and silences the night 

My country is fast acting and loves its people deeply 

My country bring clarity to the world 

My country provided freedom and protection to all its citizens 

I feel empowered with superpowers 

Everywhere I go I feel safe 

I always am in a place I can call my own 

I know what to do with my life  
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I know my purpose 

I know who loves me truly 

I can always do what i want 

I can always think what i desire 

I can always be where i want to be 

I have settled my differences and wish all parties the best.  Not because 
I have gave up but because I know my truth 

I make money easily because life loves to witness me prosper 

My home is comfortable and quiet 

I love life and desire to live as long as I can 

I have many houses I can call home 

My life is a symbol of reciprocity 

I am protected from injustice  

I always live in clarity, truth and knowingness 

People love to help me 

I make everyone happy 

I give the opposite sex the most space possible.  This is why they are so 
attracted. 

My mind is always creating new thoughts to better my future 

Health is the most abundant thing on this planet 

I love everyone's ethnicity 

I please everyone even god 

Everyone makes me happy 

My body is the strongest it has ever been 

I have perfectly matured into my true character and abilities 
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I have made the right decisions in life and I am proud of myself 

I look out for the wellbeing and health of everyone in my experience 

I always feel the approval of life 

I get my need for peaceful vibrations met 

I am a success on the eyes of life 

I have been trained the art of charity throughout my whole life by those 
around me 

I have been well taught how to treat others 

People help me get ahead in life 

When new relationships open to me, i then can offer my finest 
knowledge and energy to my new friend 

I always communicate with authentic intelligence 

I have the dignity and energy I deserve 

I am alive and helping others gain health and dignity 

People are loving and helping in my life 

I have the strongest heart because of my life’s experiences 

The greatest people in my life are courageous to show me love any and 
every where 

My dreams are of freedom 

My digestive system is open and clear 

I am perfectly spoken 

I have full access to the cleanest water in the world 

People are constantly thinking on how to prosper and uplift me. 

My God outweighs my enemies, my good outweighs my bad.   I am 
forgiven in all that I do. 
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The most beautiful people help me remain the most beautiful 

I am constantly around people that provide me surety 

I am well rewarded for my accomplishments 

I am confident in my ability to earn 

My sexual energy is sacred and how i use it is accepted and loved 

Everyone in my life is upfront with me 

All of my inner dialogue is kind and motivating 

People naturally gravitate toward me because i am beautiful and 
powerful 

I have the rights that the originators of this country would fight for me 
to have 

People are confident enough to celebrate my victories 

My presence alone is a gift 

My home smells aromatic 

My body and mind move freely 

A complete book is composed of several chapters, every new phase of 
my life is just as important as the last. 

My lifespan increases because of the healthy intelligence of my body 
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